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Fight, Matadors, for Tech! 
Songs of love we'll sing to thee. 
Bear our banners far and wide. 
Ever to be our pride. 
Fearless champions ever be . . 
Stand on heights of victory. 
Strive for honor evermore. 
Long live the Matadors. 
TEXAS TECH UNIVERSITY 
Texas Tech is a state-supported, multipurpose university of approximately 
25,000 students enrolled in seven colleges-Agricultural Sciences and 
Natural Resources, Architecture,_ Arts and Sciences, Business Administration, 
Education, Engineetjng, and Human Sciences. Within the College of 
Arts and Sciences are the School of Music and the School of Mass 
Communications. The Graduate School and the School of Law provide 
graduate and professional programs. The Texas Tech Health Sciences Cen-
ter-a separate institution-and the Museum share the Lubbock campus with 
the University. The common-campus arrangement with a law school is 
unique among the s~te's higher education institutions. 
As is necessary for an educational _institution of its scope and purposes, 
Texas Tech operates in several loc~tions. Beyond its 1,839-acre Lubbock 
campus-all in one tract-the University operates a 16,000-acre agricultural 
and biological laboratory through the Texas Tech University Center at 
Amarillo and the East Campus Research Center. Other agricultural research 
and teaching facilities are in Lubbock County and in Terry County. As a part 
of its medical role, the Health Sciences Center has in various stages of 
development three Regional Academic Health Centers: in Amarillo, in 
El Paso, and in Odessa-Midland, as well as the Lubbock site. The Texas Tech 
University Center at Junction, in the Texas hill country, is a 411-acre unit 
consisting of classroom and lodging facilities. 
Paul Whitfield Hom, the first president of Texas Tech, drew from the broad 
open plains of West Texas his vision for the institution. "Let us make the 
work of our college fit into the scope of our country," he said. "Let our 
thoughts be big thoughts and broad thoughts. Let our thinking be in 
world-wide terms." 
Hom's challenge to Texas Tech, now embarked on its seventy-second year, 
continues as a viable force. His insight is most evident as we-faculty and 
students, administrators and alumni, supporters and friends-strive to shape 
the University's programs and activities to meet the highest standards of 
excellence in teaching, research, and public service. 
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Introduction of Commencement Speaker 
Commencement Address 
Conferring of Degrees 
9.:00 a.m. 
Dr. Robert W. Lawless, President 
Texas Tech Brass Ensemble 
Alan D. Shinn, Director 
The Reverend Robin Hoover 
Community .Christian Church 
Mr. Edward E. Whitacre, Jr. 
Chair, Board of Regents 
Dr. Robert W. Lawless · 
Dr. Bernard A. Harris, Jr. · 
NASA Astronaut and Physician 
- Dr. Robert W. Lawless 
Dr. Donald R. Haragan 
Presentation of Doctoral Candidates Dr. Clyde Hendrick, Dean of the Graduate Schad 
\ 
Presentation of Master Candidates 
Presentation of Bachelor Candidates 
Recognition of Outstanding Students, 
Class of 1995 




Dr. Clyde Hendrick 
Dr. Jorge I. Aufi6n, Dean of the 
College of Engineering -
Dr. Elizabeth G. Haley, Dean of the 
-College of Human Sciences . 
Dr. Samuel E. Curl, Dean of the College of 
Agricultural Sciences and Natural 
Resources -
Dr. Carl H. Stem, Dean of the College of 
Business Administration 
Dr. Donald R. Haragan 
Dr. Robert W. Lawless 
The Reverend Robin Hoover 
Ms. Monica Nell 
Graduate Student, Vocal Performance 
Texas Tech Brass Ensemble 
•Please remain seated during .the Processional and Recessional 
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Introduction of Commencement Speaker 
Commencement· Address 
Conferring of Degrees 
Presentation of Doctoral Candidates 
Presentation of Master Candidates 
Presentation of Bachelor Candidates 
Recognition of Outstanding Students, 
Class of 1995 





Dr. Robert W. Lawless, President 
Texas Tech Brass Ensemble 
Alan D. Shinn, Director 
The Reverend Bobby J . McMillan 
Saint John's United Methodist Church 
Mr. Edward E. Whitacre, Jr. 
Chair, Board of Regents 
Dr. Robert W. Lawless 
Dr. Bernard A. Harris, Jr. 
NASA Astronaut and Physician 
Dr. Robert W. Lawless 
Dr. Donald R. Haragan 
Dr. Clyde Hendrick, Dean of the Graduate School 
Dr. Clyde Hendrick 
Dr. Elaine Jarchow, Dean of the 
College of Education 
Dr. Martin J . Harms, Dean of the 
College of Architecture 
Dr. Jane Winer, Dean of the 
College of Arts and Sciences 
Dr. Donald R. Haragan 
Dr. Robert W. Lawless 
The Reverend Bobby J . McMillan 
Ms. Monica Nell 
Graduate Student, Vocal Performance 
Texas Tech Brass Ensemble 
*Please remain seated during the Processional and Recessional 
INDIVIDUAL COLLEGE RECEPTIONS 
Immediately Following Ceremony 
Agricultural Sciences 
and Natural Resources 
Architecture 




University Center Courtyard 
Architecture Gallery 
Hallway area in front of Room 104 in 
Holden Hall 
BA Rotunda 
Merket Alumni Center Banquet Hall 
Engineering Center Courtyard 
• .. 
Human Sciences El Centro-Human Sciences Building ...... ~ .. 
. ., : , 
Arts and Sciences graduates may pick up diplomas in Holden Hall near the 
South entrance (facing Will Rogers' statue). 
OTHER CEREMONIES 
Law School 4:30p.m. 
Military Commissioning 4:30p.m. 
Lubbock Municipal Auditorium 
Reception: Atrium of the Holiday 




and Natural Resources 
Architecture 






Marvin J. Ce pica 
James E. White 
Edward V. George 
Robert C. Ricketts 
Terence Ahem 
James M. Gregory 
Stephen R. Jorgensen 
Thomas A. Langford 
BANNER BEARERS 
Agricultural Sciences 
and Natural Resources 
Architecture 





Graduate School (9:00 a .m.) 
Graduate School (1:00 p.m.) 
Richard Floyd Roberts 
Jefferson Scott Neaves 
Kevin Dean Sieck 
Jason Craig Lynch 
Devri Jo Wheeler Conlin 
Cheryl Renee Hughes 
Jennifer Marlene Terry 
Frank He.geler 
Ronna Jean Vanderslice 
Certificates rolled by the Human Sciences Recruiters. 
· BOARD OF REGENTS 
Mr.Edward E. Whitacre, Jr., Chair 
Mr. John C. Sims, Vice Chair 
Mr. J . Robert Brown 
Ms. Elizabeth C. Ward 
Dr. Bernard A. Harris, Jr. 
Mrs. Patsy Woods Martin 
Dr. Carl E. Noe 
Mr. James E. Sowell 
Mr. Alan B. White 
CONVOCATIONS COMMITTEE 





















Frederick C. Volker 
ADMINISTRATIVE REPRESENTATIVES 
Agri<;;ultural Sciences 
and Natural Resources 
Architecture 
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Diane Mary Carlson 
Devri Jo Wheeler Conlin 
Emily Beth Drumm 
Larry Alan Fish 
Cheryl Renee Hughes 
Jason Craig Lynch 
Natasha Jum Mehdiabadi 
Sandra Faye Pulley 
Kari Angela Richard 
Dennis Wade Schepmann 
Jennifer Marlene Terry 
.. 
THE TEXAS TECH UNIVERSITY PRESIDENTIAL MACE 
The Texas Tech University Presidential Mace is the symbolic staff 
of power and authority of the University. The mace is crowned 
by a flame symbolizing the Light of Knowledge. It is constructed 
of lathed and· molded bronze that has been covered with a layer 
of 24K gold. The school crest is presented on either side directly 
under the flame. Hand-rubbed black walnut has been used for the 
connecting shafts. 
• 
The mace was designed by Robly A. Glover, an Assistant Profes-
sor of Art at Texas Tech University. Mr. Glover's artwork is 
shown throughout the United States. His work has recently been 
included in the permanent collection of the Art In~titute of 
Chicago, Chicago, Illinois. 
MACE 'BEARERS 
9:00 a.m. Dr. Magne Kristiansen 
Hom Professor 
Department of Electrical Engineering 
College of Engineering 
1 :00 p.m. Dr. John R. Nevius 
Professor 
Educational Psychology and Leadership 
College of Education 
UST OF GRADUATES 
AUGUST 18, 1994 
TJl)!GJlADUATESCHOOL 
l)oCIDt of Education 
- J:yle eoWer, Port Worth, Texas J~ardln-Slrnmons University, 1979 
Educational Leadership 
B.M.. rdiJl.Slmmons University, 1981 
M.M., H:ron: "An Educatlo~al _Pro.duction Function Analysis 
~ted Te.as School D1s1ncts 
of ~r Professor: William E. Sparkman 
lllJO .,..i.z Palacios, Texas Educational Psychology 
joP Go bl Sam Houston State University, 1972 
8.A In Teal~r ~~iverslty, 1974 
M Ed• Bay "The Effects of Peer Counselor Ethnicity and 
!)!Sltrtatfon:I T-"nlng on the Self-Esteem and School Attitude Peer Counse or ,.1 ,. 
of At-Risk Hispanic Adolescents 
Ml professor: Gerald D. Parr 
,_;LYflD Ball, Plainview, T~xas 
S.S Wayland Baptist University, 1982 
Higher Education 
' land Baptist University, 1985 
MS • w:,~n: "State of the Art: An Examination and C_lassiflcatlon :::ting Methods of Student Outcomes Assessment m American 
Higher Education" 
Major professor. Oliver D. Hensley 
()Illa Lurf Baatford, Lubbock, Texas 
BS. In Ed., Texas Tech University, 1977 
Owen•tfon: "The Relationships Between Self-Concept, 
Ptrceived iocus of Control, Self-Regulated ;earning, and 
Educational Psychology 
,1adeJDi< Achievement in College Students . 
Na r professors: William Yun Lan and Welborn K. Willingham 
\ ~ gdley Mcltell2l•, West Palm Beach, Florida Educational Leadership 
(1rubstnttaJ 
1 B.A. Furman University, 1963 
M.A' Tens woman's University, 1966 
~•tfon: "Instructional Leadership Practices of 
Mootessori Public School Principals: The Montessori 
Teachers' Perspectives• 
Major Professor: Charles A. Reavis 
. IWT Amie 0otronky, Miami, Florida 
(lo Qbstnrta} 
Educational Psychology 
U.N., University of Miami, 1983 
M.S., Florida State University, 1984 
Dlrltrt•tfon: •selected Cognitive Abilities of Subpopulations 
ol Chronic Pain Patients and Controls" 
llljor Professor: Lorena J. Bradley 
Doctor orPhllosophy 
T°"!oll An. seoul, Korea Land Use Planning Mgt & Des 
(lnabsmtfa) 
B.S. In Ag.E., Sung Kyun Kwan University , 1985 
11.S., Ohio State University, 1988 
00rtrt4tfon: "Sustainable Housing: An Integrated 
Mllhod Toward Housing Planning, Design and Construction• 
lbjor Professor: George T. C. Ping 
Jaoqlla Anoyo-Cabralu, Mtxico City, Mtxico Zoology 
8.S., Es<uela Naclonal de Cienclas Biologlcas, 1982 
M.A, Texas Tech University, 1987 
Dls!tnaNon: "Taphonomy and Paleoecology of San Joseclto Cave, 
Nuevo l«ln, Mbico• 
llljor Professors: Robert J. Baker and Eileen G. Johnson 
1llUmmld Ablaaul Azim, Rajshahi, Bangladesh Industrial Engineering 
8.5. lo 1.tE., Bangladesh University of Enginee ring & Technology, 1982 
11.S. in I.E., Texas Tech University, 1989 
Dflltrtatlon: "Manufacturing Systems Scheduling With Multiple Priority 
!cb<duling Rules• 
Major Professor: Milton L. Smith 
~Babhekar, Bombay, India Chemical Engineering 
8.S. In Engz., Mangalore University, 1988 
11.S. in Ch.!., Texas Tech University, 1990 
°"""4Non: 'Neural Network Model-Based Control of 
Distillation Columns• 
Major Professor: R. Russell Rhinehart 
lb!cottBaraachok, Emmaus, Pennsylvania Psychology 
8.A, Shippensburg University of Pennsylvania, 1980 (Counseling Psychology) 
N.Ed., Temple University, 1984 
Dlsrmatton: "The Unguistlc and Statistical Equivalence of 
Spanish and English Versions of Betts Questionnaire Upon 
lknul Imagery• 
Major Professor: Mark A. Kunkel 
Maralyn BWlap , Houston, Texas 
B.A., University of Texas-Austin, 1976 
B.S., University of Texas-Austin, 1978 
M.A., Texas Tech University, 1992 
Psychology 
(Counseling Psychology) 
Dissertation: "Vulnerability and Protective Factors in Child 
and Adolescent Alcohol and Substance Abuse• 
Major Professor: Robert W. Bell 
Birgit Mann Black, Heidelberg, Germany 
(In absentia) 
Consumer Econ. & Env. Design 
B.S., Texas Tech University, 1988 
M.S., Texas Tech University, 1990 
Dissertation: •Analysis of Senior Undergraduate Students' 
Preparedness for the Workplace Based on Personality, 
Values, and Psychological Gender" 
Major Professor: E. Carolyn Ater 
Rodney Be ll Blackwood, Lubbock, Texas 
B.S., Texas Tech University, 1965 
Animal Science 
M.S., Texas Tech University, 1972 
Dissertation: "The Effect of Steam-Flaked Grain Sorghum and 
Corn On: I. Fat Utilization, Animal Performance, Carcass 
Compostlon, Yield, Quality, and Organoliptlc Traits; II. Disulfide 
Linkage in the Protein Matrix of Starch" 
Major Professor: C. Reed Richardson 
Aswlni Kumar Dey , Calcutta, India 
B.S., University of Burdwan, 1978 
M.S., Jadavpur University, 1981 
Dlsserlatton: 11Cross-Validation for Parameter Selection in 
Statistical Inverse Estimation Problems" 
Major Professor: Frits H. Ruymgaar't 
Mathematics 
Scott Adrian Ellett, Brownwood, Texas 
(In absentia) 
Electrical Engineering 
B.S. in l!.E., Texas Tech University, 1989 
M.S. in E.E., Texas Tech University, 1991 
Dtssertatlon: *Error-Correcting Codes for Optical Matrix Processors" 
Major Professor: Thomas P. Krile 




B.A. , University of Notre Dame, 1988 
M.A., Texas Tech University, 1991 
Dissertation: •Attitudes Toward Persons With AIDS Among 
Psychologists In Tnining• 
Major Professor: James R. Clopton 
Geoffrey Royce Gentry, Plains, Texas 
B.A., Texas Tech University, 1978 
Psychology 
(Counseling Psychology) 
M.A., Texas Tech University, 1991 
Dissertation: 'Conceptualization of Therapeutic Change 
Processes in the Early Stages of Counselor Training• 
Major Professor: Mark A. Kunkel 
Te rri D. Glddeno, Canyon, Texas Business Administration 
B.S., West Texas A&M University, 1987 
M.B.A., West Texas A&M University, 1989 
Dissertation: "The Determination of Invariant Parameters 
and Operators of the Traditional Genetic Algorithm Using 
an Adaptive Genetic Algorithm Generator" 
Major Professor: Surya B. Yadav 
Lulen1 Guan, Fuzhou, P.R. China 
(In absentia) 
B.S., Xiamen University, 1982 
M.S. , Eastern New Mexico UniversifY, 1992 . 
Dissertation: "Studies on the Development of Novel Synthetic 
Methodologies: Preparat ion and Transformation of Substituted 
Vinyltetrahydrofurans· 
Major Professor: Robert D. Walkup 
Martin H. Kuhlman, Canyon, Texas 
B.B.A., West Texas A&M University, 1983 
B.A., West Texas A&M University, 1985 
M.A., West Texas A&M University, 1986 
Dissertation: "The Civil Rights Movement in Texas: Desegregation 
of Public Accommodations, 1950-1964' 
Chemistry 
History 
Major Professor: Alwyn Barr 
Charles Carey Lamp ton, Batesville, Arkansas 
B.A., University of Arkansas, 1989 
Psychology 
(Counseling Psychology) 
M.A., Texas Tech University, 1992 
Dissertation: "The Effect of Cognitive Appraisal and 
Problem-Focused Coping on Smoking Treatment Outcome• 
Major Professor: Bill J . Locke 
J o nathan To dd Lee, Burlington, North Carolina 
B.S., Guilford College, 1987 
M.S. , Texas Tech University, 1989 
Dissertation, "The Radius of Convexity of Parameterized 
Transforms of Univalent functions" 
Major Professors: Roger W. Barnard and Kent Pearce 
Mathematics 
Doctor of Philosophy (contlnuedj 
Holle Lynn Humphries, Wichita Falls, Texas 
B.F.A., Carnegie-Mellon University, 1977 
M.A.E., Texas Tech University, 1986 
Dissertation.- "An Exemplary Unit of Instruction 
Fine Arts Interolsclplinary 
(Art) 
Designed to Introduce Secondary Students to 
Instructional Conten~ About Computer Art and 
Discipline-Based Art Education· 
Major Professors: Gene A. Mittler and Beverly Krieger 
Naomi Elizabeth Hunt, El Paso, Texas Consumer Econ. & Env. Design 
B.S., Colorado State University, 1964 
M.S. in H.E., Texas Tech University, 1981 
Dissertation.- "Time Use of Households With and Without 
a Wheelchair-Confined Member: A Case Study Approach" 
Major Professor: Elizabeth C. Ater 
YoungchanJang, Chuncheon, South Korea 
(In absentia) 
B.S., Kangweon National University, 1984 
M.S., Seoul National University, 1986 
Dissertation.- •synthesis of Lariat Ethers With 
Proton-lonizable and Non-Ionizable Side Arms 
and Their Acyclic Analogues• 
Major Profess0r: Richard A. Bartsch 
Kenneth Scott Johnson, Fostoria, Ohio 
B.S., Ohio State University, 1987 
M.S., Texas Tech University, 1991 
Dissertation.- "Petrogenesis of High-Alumina Tonalite 
and Trondhjemites of the Cornucopia Stock, Blue Mountains, 
Northeastern Oregon• 
Major Professor: Calvin G. Barnes 
Chemistry 
Geoscience 
Emre Kaymaz, Istanbul, Turkey 
(In absentia) 
Electrical Engineering 
B.S. in E.E., Istanbul Technical University, 1988 
M.S. in E.E., Texas Tech University, 1991 
Dissertation.- "Identification and Fuzzy Logic Control 
of Nonlinear Dynamical Systems" 
Major Professor: Sunanda Mitra 
In-Sook Kwun, An-Dong, South Korea 
B.S. in H.E., Kyungpook National University, 1982 
M.S. in H.E., Kyungpook National University, 1984 
Dissertation.- "Effect of Phytate Added to a Casein-
Based Diet on Endogenous Zinc and Study of Pancreatic/ 
Biliary Fluid Fractions in Rats" 
Major Profess<>.., Donald Oberleas 
ak:hard Kenneth Lawrence, Clayton, New Mexico 
B.S., Texas Tech University, 1986 
M.S., Iowa State University of Science and Technology, 1990 
Dtssert4Jlorc.. "Population Dynamics and Habitat Use of 
Desert Mule Deer in the Trans Pecos Region o f Texas· 
Major Professor: Stephen Demarais 
Food and Nutrition 
Wildlife Science 
DnWJames LeMMCer, Midland, Texas 
B.A., Texas Tech University, 1989 
M.A., Texas Tech University, 1991 
Pine Arts Interdisciplinary 
(Theatre Arts) 
~ "Charlie Chaplin and Harp<> Marx as Masks 
of the Commedia dell'Arte: Theory and Practice· 
Majoc Professor: George W. Sott:nsen 
Nanq' IalWtta Mcelare, Austin, Texas 
B.B.A., Texas Tech University, 1980 
M.B.A., Texas Tech Unlversity, 1982 
Business Administration 
DisseTUUlorc.. "The Role of Expectations, Ambiguity of 
lnformatloo aod Initial Impressions in Consumer 
Sa.lisfaaion Assessments: A Process Oriented Approach" 
.Major Professor: )21DCS B. Wilcox 
see- C. llJclaad, Lubbock, Texas 
B.A.., Texas Tech University, 1976 
M.A., Texas Tech University, 1990 
DisseTUUlorc.. "The Rebirth of Goodness: Crime and the 
Tnnsfonnation of Virtue in the Newgate Novel" 
Major Professor: David L. Higdon JIDI..,..., IAJuibela, Manzini, Swaziland 
(In absentia) 
B.S., University of Swaziland, 1983 
M.S., University of Guelph, 1987 
DlsseTta.tion: ._Genetic Variation, Heritability Estimates, 
and Y-oeld Relationship of Pre-Flowering and Post-Flowering 
Drought Resistance Traits in Grain Sorghum• 
)bjor Professors: Henry T. Nguyen and Danell T. Rosenow 
English 
Agronomy 
JOdiad Vlaceat Mottlll, Hamp1on, Virginia Electrical Engineering 
(In absenlia) 
B.S .. Pennsylvania Scace University, 1986 
M.S. in E.E., Fairleigh Dickinson University-Teaneck Campus, 1990 
Dl<SertaJton.- "Complex-Amplitude Noise and Accuracy 
Analysis of Quantized Analog Optical Processors" 
)bjor Professor. John F. Walkup 
W- Ana Noble. San Angelo, Texas 
B.A., Tarleton State University, 1973 
M.A., Universily of Texas-Austin, 1980 
Dl<Sertalf.on.- "The N~otiation of Tactile 
Marriage and Family Therapy 
Rcbtlonships in the Mariul Dyad of lnces1 Survivors" 
..,.,.,...,,. Pmf,..c.~· K"'t"t"'fll S. W2mnler 
2 
Laurie Jane Reda Norton, Teaneck, New Jersey 
8 .A., Baylor University, 1984 
M.A., Texas.Tech University, 1992 
Dissertation: "Elementary School Predic1ors of 
Adolescent Adjustment Problems• 
Major Professor: James R. Clopton 
Nahed Abdul.majeed Okasha, Gaza, Palestine 
B.S., Louisiana Tech University, 1985 
M.S., Louisiana Tech University, 1988 
Dissertation.- "Dynamics of Boundary-Controlled 
Convective Reaction-Diffusion Equations• 
Major Professor: Victor I. Shubov 
Erik Sargent Packard, Flagstaff, Arizona 
B.S., Texas Tech University, 1988 
M.S., Texas Tech University, 1990 
Dissertation.- "The Order of a Perfect k-Shuffle on a 
Moded-Oul Deck" 
Major Professor: Clyde F. Martin 
(Clinittl~ 
Kevin Ralph Parker, Hobbs, New Mexico 
B.A., University of Texas-Austin, 1982 
M.S., Texas Tech University, 1991 
Business~ 
Dissertation.- •A Holistic Profile for Information 
Filtering Systems• 
Major Professor: Surya B. Yadav 
Jerry Glen Sheppard, Arapaho, Oklahoma 
B.A. In Ed., Southwestern Oklahoma State University, 1970 
M.S., George Peabody College for Teachers , 1978 
M.Ed., Southwestern Oklahoma State University, 1987 
Dissertation.- "Singing Out of Tune: Cultural Perceptions 
and National Park History on the American Great Plains" 
Major Professor: Dan L. Flores 
George Robert Smith, Jr., Maryville, Tennessee 
B.S., University of Tennessee, 1974 
M.S. in Acct., University of Tennessee, 1982 
Dissertation.- "The Use of the Statement of Cash Flows 
in Governmental Reporting' 
Major Professor: Robert J . Freeman 
John Randolph Sparks, Clovis, New Mexico 
B.B.A., West Texas A&M University, 1988 
Dissertation: "Professional Ethical Sensitivity: 
The Case of Marketing Researchers" 
Major Professor: Shelby D. Hunt 
Business A~ 
Business MmDto 
Kathleen Ruth Waltzer Stamback, New Orleans, Louisiana 
(In absentia) 
B.S., University of Houston-Clear Lake, 1970 
M.S., Texas Tech University, 1989 
Dissertation.- •A Cytogenetic and Electrophoretic 
Investigation of Selected Diploid and 
Tetraploid Populations of Haplopappus 
~· 
Major Professor: Raymond C. Jackson 
Chrlatopher Michael Stetson, Hudson, New Hampsh.ire 
(In absentia) 
B.S., University of Connecticut, 1990 
Dissertation.· "Synthesis and Study of Monotopic and Ditopic 
Cyclophane Hosts for the Complexation of Neutral Molecules· 
Major Professor: Richard A. Bartsch 
Jose Carlos Vll1alobo1, Chihuahua, Chlh, Mexico 
(In absentia) 
B.S., Universidad Autonoma De Chihuahua, 1980 
M.S., Universidad Autonoma De Chihuahua, 198.8 
Dissertation: "Effects of Protein Supplementation 
on Steers Grazing Dormant Tobosigrass· 
Major Professor: Carl ton M. Brlnon 
Chaw Wayoopagtr, Bangkok, Thailand 
B.A., Thammasat University, 1972 
M.A., Chulalongkorn University, 1976 
M.A., Colorado State University, 1987 
Dissertation: "Pricing Efficiency In the U.S. 
Hog Futures Market" 
Major Professor: Emmett W. Elam 
Kathryn Elaine Chestnut Wetzel, Amarillo, Texas 
B.S., Texas A&M University, 1979 
M.Engr., Texas Tech University, 1990 
Dissertation: "Human Computer Interaction and the 
Leaming Process" 
Major Professor: William M. Marcy 
Kathy Jean Wllllngham, Clovis, New Mexico 
B.S., Eastern New Mexico University, 1983 
M.A., Eastern New Mexico University, 1986 
Agriadtunl &ai 
Engineering I~ 
Dissertation.- "Ernest Hemingway and the Surrealist Garden' 
Major Professor: Michael K. Schoenecke 
Dan Benton Wimberly, Lubbock, Texas 
B.A., Louisiana College, 1969 
M.A., University of Texas-Tyler, 1989 
Dissertation.- "Daniel Parker: Pioneer Preacher and 
Political Leader" 
Major Professor: Alwyn Barr 
of PbJk>IOPhY (continued) 
porlOf 
Worthe.o, Houston, Texas 
Jd"'B"":west Texas State University, 1990 
a,t, :.s Tech University, 1993 
M.A., a/Ion; 'Distinctiveness of s:ntences and 
J)lsJlf1 and the Bizarreness Effect lllO~ro(essor: Philip H. Marshall 
~..,.o>oto, Japan 
....... ,,.,.naJ 
{11 •.M n universicy, 1978 . . ~S., e 1 ·cy of California-R1vers1de, 1987 
Jl.S., Unlve~'.1solation and Characterization of cDNAs ~p"', rentlally Expressed in Cotton Fiber" lbltM< ,.,, 
. professor: Randy D. Allen 
1111"' Grand RJpids, Michigan lllflll, 
(ln•bllfltla) 





' Seton Hall University, 1988 
ILP.A., / . ' Decremental Budgeting in an Incremental Era: ~r ~~e Centr.11-Provincial Budgetary Relationship in ~~~e's Republic of China After 1978' 
llljol Professor: Mark S. Somma 
jldu1lah Yllmaz, Kirsehir, Turkey 
(11'1Jwltla) . . 
Bt Kartdeniz Umvers1cy, 1985 Ji1. E.S Texas Tech Unive rsity, 1991 ~110;;, •swit.ched:Current Analog-To-Digital 
r.onveBion Techniques 
llljol professor: 1wong S. Chao 
QllllXbaO, Uling, Hunan, China 
(hl•blenri•) . 
u., University of Science and Techno!ogy of Chma, 1981 
lf,S., Guangzhou Insticute of Chemistry, 1989 . . 
DUWUJtlon: •synthesis and Metal Cauon Separauon 
a(Qielating Polymers Containing Crown Ethe r Units" 
Mljor professor: Richard A. Bansch 
joUDe11llll Girdner, Lubbock, Texas 
(lubunrta) . . 
u.,Stephen P. Austin State University, 1978 
r»thes~ 
'no""' Andtnon Bozeman, Pensacola, Florida 
(1111bstnrta) 
BS., University of Virginia, 1990 
71<111: "!1!e Effect of Changing Techologies on the 
Brl EnYironment' 
,noui 'faynt Mcintosh, Pasadena, Texas 
l Artb., Texas Tech University, 1993 
n..is: 'Jhc Harvey House of New Mexico· 
btfflllls lector, Azle, Texas 
(lubstnria) 
L\Jdi., Texas Tech University, 1987 
' 1ltlU: 'Building Oriented Documentation Systems" 
'W.rtaJoseph leeves, Denton, Texas 
· B.l:di., Texas Tech University, 1992 
1la1s: 'Development of Criteria for the Accessibility 
olP<opl< With Disabilities to Selected Histo ric County 
f.ordiouses in Texas" 
}11qMlllleb Akel, Amman, Jordan 
I !J.m I.E., Texas Tech University, 1993 
: a.thesis 
~ Pruler Illrtley, Lubbock, Texas 
, IU, Tew Tech University, 1975 
l,l!'Mllesb 
imalutden, Lubbock, Texas 
0.lb!tnria) 
U. Tew Tech University, 1993 
1hm-1he Nature of Trust: Transformation 
, lld a..l!subUshment After Relational Transgressions" 
1'!1'11obert Biltz, Corsicana, Texas 
;0. •bstnrta) 
;IJ..TensTech University, 1992 
'~ ~~HeoryBukowskl,Jr., Kenmore, New York -.Coilcgc of the Southwest , 1993 rioHiesis 
~llocbday Camfield, Canyon, Texas 
'•'°""'la) 
'.U.. Yest Texas A&M University I 990 ~ ' 
inle.L1A11e Logan Carroll, Lubbock, Texas 
















Heather Elizabeth Caudill, La Pone, Indiana 
B.A., Lindenwood College, 1993 
non-thesis 
Ana Paula Cha.moo, Rio De Janeiro, Brazil 
B.S., University Federal do Rio de Janeiro, 1987 
M.B.A., Texas Tech University, 1992 
non· thesis 
Sue Ann De Lopez, Bogota, Colombia 
B.B.A., University of Norrh Texas, 1989 
non· thesis 
Josh Lamont Dollar, Lubbock, Texas 
(/n absentia) 






Robert Joseph Drumm, Amarillo, Texas 
B.A., Texas Tech University, 1990 
Communication Studies 
Thesis: MRichard M. Weaver's Approach co Criticism" 
Jacky Wayne Dumas, Monahans, Texas Classical Humanities 
B.A., Texas Tech University, 1993 
non-thesis 
Roger Allen Es!lack, Clarendon, Texas 
B.G.S., Texas Tech University, 1993 
non· thesis 
Interdisciplinary Studies 
Tammy Crystal Fickel, Austin, Texas 
(In absentia) 
B.B.A., Texas A&M University, 1985 
non-thesis 
Christy Lynn Haines Flatt, Wichita Falls, Texas 
B.A., Midwestern State University, 1990 
Thesis .. "The Cultural War Thesis: Attitudes Toward 
Sex Education and Contraceptive Availability for Teens" 
Claudia Cecilla Gan6n-Rlnc6n, Santat de Bogta, Colombia 
B.A., National University of Colombia, 1992 
non-1hesis 
Leo Gruber, Austin, Texas 
B.A., Southwest Texas State University, 1990 
non·thesis 
Craig Caroll Hannah, Richardson, Texas 
B.S., Texas A&M University, 1992 
Thesis' "Counterflow: The Demise and Rebirth of the 
USAF Tactical Air Command in the Vietnam Era" 
Rebecca Lyn Hinrichs, Bryan, Texas 
B.A., Texas Tech University, 1991 
non-thesis 
Ann Huestis, Midland, Texas 
B.A., Texas Tech University, 1992 
non-thesis 
Richard Brookshire Hunter, Dallas, Texas 
(In absentia) 
B.A., Austin College, 1990 
non· thesis 
Robert Cameron Inman, Lubbock, T exas 
B.A., Texas Tech University, 1992 
Thesis: •cloak and Mirror: Postmodern Eclecticism in the 
Appropriatio n of Modem Hermeneutics as Prefigured in 
Nineteenth Century Aesthetics• 
Jennifer Anne Jacobi, Norwich, New York 
(In absentia) 
B.A., Macalester College, 1989 
Thesis, "La Muerte o Destruccion de la Mujer en la 
Obra de Jost Le6n Sfachet" 
Donald Matthew Kopf, Irving, Texas 
(In absentia) 
B.A., Texas A&M University, 1990 
non-thesis 
James Robert LaGronc, El Paso, Texas 
B.A., Texas Tech University, 1990 
non~thesis 
Klwon Lee, Inchon, Korea 
(In absentia) 
B.A., Seoul City Univers ity, 1986 
Thesis: "The Treatment of Characters in Dramatic 
Time and Place in Selected Plays of Lanford Wilson" 
Ramona Michelle Levacy, Lubbock, Texas 
0 B.G.S., Texas Tech University, 1991 
Thesis: ·when Bonoje and Clyde Came ro Osceola: 
A Collection of Poems" 
Su·Ylng U , Taiwan, R.0. China 
(In absentia) 
B.A., Chinese Culture University, 1991 
1beslS: "The Use of Humor in Television Advertising: 
A Content Analysis of Humorous Ads Across Humor 
Types Versus Product Types" 
Carlos Manuel Lopez, Big Spring, Texas 
B.S., Texas Tech University, 1992 
non-thesis 
Curtis Blaine Matthews, Escondido, California 
B.A., Texas Tech University, 1988 
Thesis .. "Mall Shopping Habits and Preferences of 




















Muter of Aris (continued) 
Daniel Blalock McBee, Van Alstyne, Texas 
B.A., Texas Tech University, 1993 
non-thesis 
Willlam Matthew Moss, Corpus Christi, Texas 
B.A., University or Texas-Austin, 1989 
no n-thesis 
Jlmldene Murphey, Plains , Texas 
B.B.A., Tarleton State University, 1982 
M.B.A., Tarleton State University, 1984 
non-thesis 
Charlton W- Northington, Lubbock, Texas 
D.S. In H.E., Texas Tech University, 1985 
non-thesis 
Lisa Ann Palafox, El Paso, Texas 
B.A., Texas Tech University, 1993 
non-thesis 
Kerri Grace Parsons, Lubbock, Texas 
(In absentia) 
B.A., Texas Tech University, 1989 
non-thesis 
Roddey Lamar Peebles, Jr., Baton Rouge, Louisiana 
(In absentia) 
B.A., Northcasr Louisiana University, 1992 
non-thesis 
Mary Ellen Peterson, Amarillo, Texas 
B.A., Texas Tech University, 1989 
non-thesis 
Nancy Morene Prater, Joplin, Missouri 
B.A., Missouri Southern State College, 1987 
non-thesis 
Ronna Denice Privett, Lubbock, Texas 
B.A., Lubbock Christian University, 1983 
non-thesis 
Emma Ella R.los Quevedo, Lubbock, Texas 
B.B.A., Texas Tech University, 1975 
non-thesis 
Andrea DeAnne R.ay, Big Spring, Texas 
B.A., Texas Tech University, 1992 
no n-thesis · 
Nancy Lynn Scott, Lubbock, Texas 
(In absentia) 















Thesis: "A Scauering or Seed: A Collection or Short Stories• 
Kurt Alan Shirkey, Springfield, Missouri Political Science 
B.A., University or Missouri-Columbia, 1991 
non-thesis 
Tracy Manon Simpson, Lubbock, Texas 
(In absentia) 
B.A., Texas Tech University, 1992 
non-thesis 
Donna Dell. Srader, Petersburg, Texas 
(In absentia) 
B.S. in Ed., Texas Tech University, 1981 
non-thesis 
Carolyn Lee Starkweather, Lubbock, Texas 
B.A., Texas Tech University, 1992 
non-thesis 
Paul Daniel Streufert, Milwaukee, Wisconsin 
(In absentia) · 
B.A., Valparaiso University, 1993 
non-thesis 
MJaako Suzuki, Kawanishi, Hyogo, Japan 
B.A., Kyoto University or Foreign Studies, 1991 
non-thesis 
Jill Lynn Talbot, Mesquite, Texas 
B.S., Baylor University, 1992 
Thesis: "Silence, Pride, and Grace: The Film 
Adaptation of A Riyer Runs Through 1t• 
Timothy Loren Triplett, Cedar Hill, Texas 
D.S., Evangei College, 1982 
Tb es ls: "An Analysis or Three Ma·ss Communications 
Mailing Lists" 
Nancy Paige Ryan Walter, Lubbock, Texas 
B.A., Skidmore College, 1972 
Thesis: "From Armida to Cornelia: Women and 
Representation in Prerevolutionary France· 
Glna Leslie Walters, Houston, Texas 
(In absentia) 
B.A., Austin College, 1987 
B.F.A., Rice University, 1989 
non-thesis 
Master of Business Admlnlstratlon 
Alton Blake Abbott, Lubbock, Texas 












John A. Anderson, Plano, Texas 
B.A., Brigham Young University, 1992 
non-thesis 
General Business 
(Health Organization Management) 
4 
John Erle Banfield, Plains, Texas 
On absentia) 
B.A., Texas Tech University, 1984 
non-thesis 
V&onique BJaotte, Paris, France 
B.S., University or Paris X, 1990 
M.S., University of Paris X, 1991 
non-thesis 
R.lchard James Bradford, Wichita, Kansas 
B.S. in Petr., University or Kansas, 1989 
non-thesis 
David Edward Buraczyk, Lubbock, Texas 
(In absentia) 
B.S. In E.E., University or Texas-El Paso, 1985 
M.S. in E.E., Texas Tech University, 1990 
non-thesis 
Dale R.ay BW"ke, Champion, Texas 
B.S., Texas Tech University, 1993 
non-thesis 
Donald Scott Butler, Houston, Texas 
B.S., University or Houston, 1992 
non-thesis 
Samantha Anlce Currier, San Antonio, Texas 
(In absentia) 
B.B.A., Texas Tech University, 1994 
non-thesis 
Stephen Travis Dawson, Junction, Texas 
B.A., Texas Tech University, 1991 
non-thesis 
John David Blliott, Lubbock, Texas 
B.B.A., Texas Tech University, 1993 
non-thesis 
Russell Wayne Elsenbrock, Kingwood, Texas 
(In absentia) 
B.B.A., Texas Tech University, 1991 
non-thesis 
Keenan Boyd Freeman, Amarillo," Texas 
B.B.A., Texas Tech University, 1993 
non-thesis 
Chan Allen Guess, Haskell, Texas 
B.B.A., Texas Tech University, 1993 
non-thesis 
Jamle Larae Herring, Friona, Texas 
(In absentia) 
B.B.A., Texas Tech University, 1991 
non-thesis 
Pranceen Barbara Hickey, Aurora, Colorado 
B.S., Lubbock Christian University, 1993 
non-thesis 
Mellasa Camille Hodges, Snyder, Texas 
B.A., Texas Tech University, 1992 
non-thesis 
Barry ROH Holcomb, Friendswood, Texas 
B.A., Austin College, 1992 
non-thesis 
Michael R.ay Holmes, Coolidge, Texas 
B.B.A., Texas Tech University, 1993 
non-thesis 
Dirk Dewolf Johnson, Austin, Texas 
(In absentia) 
B.B.A., University of Texas-Austin, 1990 
Gc"'11ill!ir 
(Health Organim ion ~ 
Gencnt!lii> 
(Health Organimion Mompa 
Genmllm 
J.M.B., Texas Tech University Law School, 1994 
non-thesis 
Bradley George Jones, Westport, Washington 
B.S., United States Air Force Academy, 1985 
non-thesis 
Genenliioir Roger Graeme Jones, Melbourne, Australia 
B.S., Brigham Young University, 1993 
non-thesis 
(Health Organization Ml"'°" 
David Guy Kennedy, Kingwood, Texas 
(In a bsentia) 
B.B.A., Texas Tech University, 1994 
non-thesis 
Michael Owen Lambeth, Lubbock, Texas 
B.B.A., University or Texas-Austin, 1993 
non-thesis 
Christopher Kell.y Land, Houston, Texas 
B.B.A., Texas Tech University, 1991 
non-thesis 
Ben David Lawton, Los Angeles, California 
D.S., California State University-Los Angeles, 1991 
non-thesis 
Matthew K.ent Lehto, Houston, Texas 
B.S., Texas A&M University, 1992 
non-thesis 
Bradley James Little, Bellville, Texas 
B.A., Trinity University, 1993 
non~thesis 
Gen<ol&tt 
lllel• Adminlatrallon (continued) llJll<foflaJ 
llltrY 10,.e, Dimmitt, Texas ~Baylor University, 1989 B.B.A.. 
--:,. Maf11ell, Lubbock, Texas ~!.as Tech University, 1988 S.S.. 
,.,._dleSlsute Matteoon, Littleton, Colorado 
J<dll"' ~exas Tech University, 1994 &8.A., 
oon·th;: McMUrroUgh, Grand Prairie, Texas 
JI004T nJ rslty of Texas-Austin, 1992 B.A., U ve 
aoo-thesis Meadows, Grapevine, Texas ,....~s Tech University, 1994 &BA·· 
-thesis 
::;,,.,. AIAll Nicklas, Lubbock, Texas 
'I• absentia) . 2 ~.G.S., Texas Tech University, 199 
con-thesis . T 
aod rattenon, Ausun, exas 
CbdB.AJ Tem Tech University, 1994 B. .. 
.:i;,~.1:i. retenon, Lubbock, Texas 
8,A., Washington University, 1993 
non-thesis · T IJ&li>ttly 0 1.,,11 Porter, San Antonio, exas 
B.S., Texas Tech University, 1993 
.,..thesis . 












-Altoo aobb, Jr., Lubbock, Texas 
B.B.A., Texas Tech University, 1979 
.,..thesis 
General Business 
(Health Organization Management) 
QrlltOpber Beath Robertaon, Kingwood, Texas 
B.B.A., Texas Tech University, 1992 
General Business 
IOll'thesls 
JWtlndky au11ell, Argyle, Texas 
aubstntla) 
B.B.A, Texas Christian University, 1992 
oon<hesls 
!lillllpChadSclclk, Denver City, Texas 
B.11.A., Texas Tech University, 1994 
oon·thesls 
lndky Thomas Sharpe, Brownwood , Texas 
B.B.A., Texas A&M University, 1992 
llCllHhesls 
kltaJobo Slmono, Plano, Texas 
u. ill E.2., Texas Tech University, 1994 
J1S. in C.S., Texas Tech University, 1994 
llCllHhesis 
JllcUd 1'. Sbrcla, Dallas, Texas 
aubsenNa) 






j.lU , Texas Tech University Law School, 1995 
IOIHhesis 
Qrio Baade SkoY, New Braunfels, Texas 
B.A, Tew Tech University, 1992 
IOl>thesls 
f1111U1'eoley Smith, Lubbock, Texas 
B.B.A., Texas Tech University, 1994 
lil!Hhesls 
lllWd l'llrlck Sullivan, Lubbock, Texas 
B.B.A., Texas Tech University, 1990 
llllHhtsis 
Clnlo IUH Slllldltrom, Fort Worth, Texas 





(Health Organization Management) 
General Business 
lolalDanid Tomlclc, Oakville , Ontario, Canada 
B.A, University of Western Oniario, 1991 
"'odles1i' 
Gener-al Business 
llkllatl llatthew Watts, Richardson, Texas 
8.B.A., Texas Tech University, 1993 
llllHhesJs 
,..,,. Wlpiano, Ransom Canyon, Texas 
B.A,AUamch Tabatabaee University, 1984 
"'Hhesls 
M114w1n1 Williama, Lubbock, Texas 
fhi obsen11a; 
BJ.A., Texas Tech University, 1990 
IOO<b<~s 
i... llarle WWlamaon, Lubbock, Texas ~ms Tech University, 1991 
ld·TIYD<h, Taiwan, R.O. China 
'11•"""1ta) 




(Heahh Organization Management) 
General Business 
General Business 
(Heahh Organization Manage ment) 
General Business 
5 
Mark Lee Zajac:, Austin, Texas General Business (In absentia) 
B.B.A., Texas Tech University, 1992 
non-thesis 
Rodrigo Andtts Zelaya, Santiago, Chile General Business 
B.S. in E.T., Texas Tech University, 1992 
non-thesis 
Master of Education 
Paul Carlos Anaya, Roswell, New Mexico Bilingual Education 
B.S. in Ed., Eastern New Mexico University, 1972 
non-thesis 
Laura Richelle Anglemyer, Colorado Springs, Colorado Special Education 
B.S., Texas Tech University, 1992 
non-thesis 
Michael Andrew Bard, Englewood, Colorado Physical Education (In absentia) 
B.S., Texas Tech University, 1993 
non-thesis 
Jere! Glenn Beaty, Lorenzo, Texas Physical Education 
B.S., Texas Tech University, 1993 
non-thesis 
Kenneth U.ton Beazley, Lubbock, Texas Instructional Technology (In absentia) 
B.B.A., Baylor University, 1978 
non-thesis 
William Shane Blair, Midlothian, Texas Higher Education 
B.A., Texas Tech University, 1991 
non- thesis 
Joe David Brooks, Lubbock, Texas Counselor Education (In absentia) 
B.B.A., Southern Methodist University, 1970 
non-thesis 
Lois LeAnne Carnes, Killeen, Texas Counselor Education 
B.S., Texas Tech University, 1989 
non-thesis 
Rebecca Rae RuH dl Co.,,.ell, Big Spring, Texas Counselor Education (Jn absentia) 
B.S., Southwestern Oklahoma State University, 1986 
non-thesis 
James Morgan Cross, Labanon, Virginia Educationa l Leadership 
B.A., Texas Tech University, 1992 
non-thesis 
Richard Wayne Crosslin, Lubbock, Texas Instructional Technolosy 
B.S., Lubbock Christian University, 1989 
B.A., Lubbock Christian University, 1989 
non-thesis 
Kimberlee Davis, Austin, Texas Counselor Education 
B.S. in H.E., Southwest Texas State University, 1986 
non-thesis 
Tammy Lynn Edmonson, Lubbock, Texas Counselor Ed ucation 
B.S. In Ed., Texas Tech University, 1985 
non-thesis 
Sandra Vasquez Flores, El Paso, Texas Elementary Education (In absentia) 
B.S. in Ed., Texas Tech University, 1991 
non-thesis 
Amy Dennise Gonzales, Levelland, Texas Educational Psychology 
D.S. in Ed., Texas Tech University, 1988 
non-thesis 
Unda Diane Graham, Belton, Texas Physical Education 
(In absentia) 
D.S. In P.E., Texas Tech University, 1987 
Thesis: "Factors Influencing Exercise Adherence in 
Adolescents• 
Christopher Charles Granucci, San Jose, California Bilingual Education 
(In absentia) 
B.A., Texas Tech University, 1993 
non-thesis 
Terry Lynn Chester Graves, Little field, Texas Counselor Education 
B.S. in Ed ., Texas Tech University, 1981 
non-thesis 
Sharon Ann Hensley, Lubbock, Texas Counselor Education 
(In absentia) 
B.A., Texas Tech University, 1976 
no n-thesis 
Erin Elizabeth Hoey, Houston, Texas Counselor Education 
B.S., Springfield College, 1992 
non·thesis 
Marileon Jerden, Lubbock, Texas Early Childhood Education 
(In absentia) 
B.S., Texas Woman's University, 1960 
non-thesis 
Ashley Edwards Jung, Houston, Texas Highe r Education 
(In a bsentia) 
B.A .. University of St. Thomas, 1991 
non-thesis 
Master of Education (continued) 
Douglas Kent Kay, Lubbock, Texas 
(In absentia) 
B.B.A., Middle Tennessee State University, 1977 
non-thesis 
JI Young Lee, Korea 
B.A., Ewha Womans University, 1991 
non-thesis 
Rohen Allen Lemmon, Jr •• Lubbock, Texas 
B.A., University of New Mexico, 1988 
non-thesis 
Xin U , Dalian, P.R. China 
B.A., Dalian Institute of Technology, 1982 
M.A., Dalian Institute of Technology, 1985 
non-thesis 
Charles Alben Luke, Lubbock, Texas 
(In absentia) 
B.S. in Ed., Texas Tec h University, 1990 
non-thesis 
Mary Victoria Gerlach Mahan, Dallas, Texas 
(In absentia) 
B.B.A .. Texas Tech University, 1990 
non-thesis 
Scott Allen Marshall, Kuna, Idaho 
(In absentia) 
B.S. in Ed., Lubbock Christian University, 1989 
non-thesis 
Rita Susan McDaniel, Lubbock, Texas 
(In absentia) 
B.A., Texas Tech University, 1971 
B.S., Lubbock Christian University, 1987 
non-thesis 
Marilyn Jean Montgomery, Lubbock, Texas 
(In absentia) 
B.S. in H.E .. Abilene Christian University, 1975 
M.Ed., University of Houston-University Park, 1979 
Ph.D., Texas Tech University, 1992 
non-thesis 
xavicr Mora, Ponerville, California 
(In absentia) 
B.A., University of California-Los Angelos, 1992 
non-rhesis 
Janice Elaine Muller, Littlefield, Texas 
B.S. in Ed., Texas Tech Univorsity, 1977 
non-thesis 
Mic Nobukunl, Japan 
B.A., Fukuoka University, 1987 
non-thesis 
James Randall Patterson, Odessa, Texas 
B.S., Texas Tech University, 1990 
non-thesis 
Uhua Sun, Dalian, P.R. China 
B.A., Teache rs College of Dalian University, 1990 
non-thesis 
Tammy Gayle Utter, Littlefield, Texas 
B.S., Abilene Christian University, 1981 
non-thesis 
Hulren Wang, Dalian, P.R. China 
B.A., Teachers College of Da lian University, 1990 
non-thesis 
Xlnqlng Wang, Dalian, P.R. China 
B.A., Ocean University of Qingdao, 1989 
non-thesis 
Sharla Pierce Wclls, Post, Texas 
B.S. in H.E., Texas Tech University, 1970 
non-thesis 
Karyn Elaine Carroll West, Lubbock, Texas 
B.S. in Ed., Texas Tech University, 1989 
non-chesis 
Kevin Walter West, Texico, New Mexico 
B.S. in Ed., New Mexico State University, 1989 
non-thesis 
Wendy Kathleen Wymer, Dallas, Texas 
(In absentia) 
B.A., Texas Tech University, 1983 





















Counselo r Education 
Instructional Technology 




B.S., Texas Tech University, 1988 
non-thesis 
Xiaomlng Zhang, Dalian, P.R. China 
B.A., Teachers College of Dalian University, 1991 
non-thesis 
Ling Zhou, Dalian, P.R. China 




· Yonghua Zhou, Sichuan, Chiha 
B.A., Sichuan Universit)\' 1986 
non-thesis 
Paula Kriatlnc Pleplow Zona, El Paso, Texas 
B.S., Texas Tech University, 1992 
non-thesis 
Xin Zuo, Changsha, P.R. China 
B.S., Changde Teachers College, 1981 
M.S., Hunan Normal University, 1987 
non-thesis 
Master of Englllccrlng 
John Emlllo Fratto, Lewisville, Texas 
(Jn absentia) 
B.S. in E.E., West Virginia University, 1978 
non-thesis 
V. V. Kumar Reddy P. Narala, Tirupathi, India 
(In absentia) 
B.S. in Tech., Sri Venkateswara University, 1991 
non-thesis 
Sammy Lee Pratt, Jr., Amarillo, Texas 
(In absentia) 
B.S., West Texas A&M University, 1988 
non-thesis 
Richard Mark Prendergast, Denton, Texas 
(In absentia) 
B.S., Illinois State University, 1977 
B.S., Bradley University, 1983 
non-thesis 
Puthusseri R. Shyamchandran, lrivandrum, India 
(In a bsentia) 
B.S. in Tech., College of Engineering, Trivandrum, 1992 
non-thesis 
Thomas Raymond Wagner, Dallas, Texas 
(In absentia) 
B.S. in E.E., University of Wisconsin At Madison, 1976 
non-thesis 
Master of Fine Arts 
Debra Elaine Gipson Adams, Lubbock, Texas 
B.F.A., Texas Tech University, 1991 
non-thesis 
Barbara Lucia Armijo, El Paso, Texas 
B.A., University of New Mexico, 1981 
non-thesis 
Jennifer Anne Garner, Denver, Colorado 
B.F.A., Metropolitan State College, 1992 
non-thesis 
Hual-MlnJcn, Taipei, Taiwan, R.0. China 
(In absentia) 
B.A., National Chung-Hsing University, 1988 
Thesis, •A Lighting Design for Egwa" 
Mark Duane Johnson, Lubbock, Texas 
B.G.S., Texas Tech University, 1991 
non-thesis 
Kathy Hicks King, Lubbock, Texas 
B.f.A., Arizona State University, 1977 
non-thesis 
Sophie Jean Knee, Upper Allington, Ohio 
(In absentia) 
B.F.A., Ohio State University, 1992 
non-thesis 
Sharon Marie Truman. Houston, Texas 
(In absentia) 
B.A., Stephen F. Austin State University, 1991 
non-thesis 
Linda Sue Waugaman, College Station, Texas 
B.A., Sam Houston State University, 1992 
non-thesis 
Maste r of Music 






James Patrick Brown, Lubbock, Texas Music P<tf-
(/n absentia) 
B.M., Texas Tech University, 1992 
non-thesis 
Kandice Kay Davey, Plainview, Texas Musi<~ 
B.M.Ed., Wayland Baptist University, 1992 
non-thesis 
Angela Marie Gabriel, Joplin, Missouri Mu~c Pnfool>I 
B.M., Texas Tech University, 1992 
non-thesis 
Rente Julienne LaPcrrl~re. Huntsville, Texas Music History & lilO<" 
(In absentia) 
B.M., University of Colorado, 1980 
B.A., Denver Technical College, 1984 
Thesis: "'The Varsovienne in the Southwestern United States• 
Jiii!<' of 11.,Jc (continued) 
LD"'rance, Plano, Texas JllC<~Tech Univtrsity, 1993 · 
8JL, 1~tbJchs;m Stott for Narrator, Choir , 
fllllS: h tra• 
,.d QrC ll~'flJllilJJl5, Lubbock, Texas 
tab'IJ•TY•••s Tech University, 1992 
aw .• ~ 
.mes is T 
""' LY"" Slater, Lubbock, exas ~. Evangel College, 1990 
,..<11esis Wrlstell Lamesa, Texas -~~k chris1lan University, 1993 l.\., LU 
,...mesis 
Mllltt of Music Education 
-uaie11:SCulture University, 1987 I/... 
"':'!'~~ Payne, Hill Valley, Pennsylvania 
~~.Ed.. ruas Tech University, 1991 
non-thesis 
~uttr of pgbllc Adllllnhtratlon 
;;..JamttAtkln•on, Amarillo, Texas 
r11:•""1trl•J · · 992 ll .. Sarli Houston State University' 1 
rt00·1hesis ~aryVtrsJnia Belew. Big Spring, Texas 
8..\ .. University of Texas-El Paso, 1978 
non<hesis liJrl1ICI 1.ors Durham. Lubbock, Texas 
B.S. COlorado State University, 1985 
1oo<hesis 
koltoGaajardO, Lamesa, Texas . 
U .. University of Texas-Brownsville, 1992 
.,.<hesis 
En Lyon Hoch, Brownfield, Texas 
11111Jstntia) 
u. Texas Tech University, 1991 
001Hhtsis 
lfTIAEulWU.on, Levelland, Texas 
;.s., Texas Tech University, 1981 
1»<hesis 
~utcr of Scleo(e 
bjan Ala1 Ker21a, India 
'"""'"tia) 
ll. University of Kerala, 1977 
u_ New Mexico State University, 1987 















)nolltt Marie Bell, New Braunfels, Texas Agricultural Education 
11ubsenlla) 
II. Texas Tech University, 1994 
ilfsis.: "Agricultural Literacy of Civic Organizaitons 
o lvbbock' 
r...SGangadhar Blclarko ppa, Dharwad, India Computer Science 
11111bsenlia) 
Ii . ~agpur University, 1990 
1Mit 'Evaluation of Object Oriented Anaylsis an<I 
Desifi Methodologies and Investigation of 
<li«t Oriented Design Metrics· 
Cjtlbia llaritBrenton, Anderson, Indiana Wildlife Science 
15 .. Svny College of Environmental Science and Forestry, 1992 
llnit 'Evaluation of Soil Water Quality Following 
t< AJlt>lication of Biosolids on a Semiarid 
bisdaod in Texas• 
llicbd Wayne Brice, Longview, Texas Wildlife Science 
llu~tnlla) 
Ii. Tws Tech University, 1990 · 
llni< •Eifective Stocking Densities of Triploid Grass 
u~to Conuol Aquatic Macrophytes' 
llllry Wayoe Brimmage, Farmersville, Texas Computer Science 
IS .. Texas Tech University, 1993 
llH<Ois 
ltlua Kdth Byerly, Comfon, Texas Geoscience 
l.l. Tms Tech University, 1989 
lffsit ·Geology of Playa 21, Lynn County, Texas• 
llohUlCbuog, Kaoshiung, Taiwan, R.O. China Inte rdisciplinary Studies 
Ii. Biktt Unive!llity' 1990 
H . Tew Tech University, 1991 
llO<t.csis 
)loQo,, Cary Clark, Lubbock, Texas Microbiology 
ll..TmsTech University, 1991 
llnis: 'The Effect of Cocaine on Murine 
1•- •I Macrophages· 
7 
Karen Michelle Jessup Colema n , Center Point, Texas 
B.S., Texas Tech Univers ity, 1992 
non-thesis 
Tapan Kant! Das, Burdwan, India 
(In absentia) 
B.S. in M.E., University o f Burdwan, 1985 
non-thesis 
Jeffery Floyd Dc:cker, Btrea, Kentucky 
B.B.A., Eastern Kentucky University, 1984 
Tbests: .. Systematic: Generation and Evaluation 
of Stochastic Petri Net Models for the Performance 





Leon Renault Dc:Sttottler, Lubbock, Texas 
(In absentia) 
Human Devlmnt. & Family Stds 
B.A., Texas Tecti University, 1991 
Tbests: "Mentor Relationships During Adolescent 
Development" 
Molly Mae Shires Dickens, Plano, Texas 
B.F.A., Texas Tech University, 1991 
Thesis: "Stationary Solutions of Controlled Generalized 
Burgers' Equarion• 
Clint Lawerence finch, Farmington, New Mexico 
B.B.A., Eastern New Me xico University, 1993 
non-thesis 
Brenda Sue Gardner, Williamsville, Texas 
B.B.A., University of Texas-Permian Basin, 1983 





Monique Pascale Gelderman, Rotterdam, The Netherlands 
B.S., Angelo State University, 1990 
Microbiology 
Thesis.- "Phagocytic and Candidacidal Activity of 
Murine Peritoneal Macrophages• 
Bee-Yan Goh, Malaysia 
B.S., Texas Tech University, 1993 
non-thesis 
Wendy Ellen Greig, Sanai Planum, California 
(In absentia) 
B.S., University of California-Davis, 1991 
Thesis: "An Electron Cyclotro n Resonance Toroidal 
Plasma System for Thin Film Deposition· 
Gerald Kenneth Grim, Jr., Houston, Texas 
B.S., Texas Tech University, 1989 
Tbests: •computer-Aided Statistical Analysis o f the 
Correlation Between Shaly Sand Analysis Using 
Old Logs (Pre-Porosity) and Modern Logs, 
Pennsylvanian Hoover Sand, Harper and Beaver 
Co unties, Oklahoma• 
Unda Lee Hamman, Nauvoo, Ill inois 
(In absentia) 
B.S., University of Illinois, 1993 
Thesis: 'Reducing the Incidence of Low Quality (PSE) 
Pork With Vitamin/ Mineral Nutritional Modulation" 





Valerie T. JonH Hlavaty, Lubbock, Texas 
B.S. in H.E., Texas Tech University, 1976 
Cloth.,Text. & Merchandising 
Thesis: •A Typology of South Korean Female Apparel 
Consumers" 
Brandon Kyle Ho pper, Lubbock, Texas 
B.B.A., Texas Tech University, 1993 
non-thesis 
Karen Marie House, Lubbock, Texas 
(In absentia) 
B.S., Salve Regina University, 1984 
B.S., Salve Regina University, 1985 
no n-thesis 
Nltln Ballram Ka nase, Sarara, India 
B.S., Lubbock Christian University. 1990 
non-thesis 
Robert Luke Keiser, Plano, Texas 
B.A., Texas Tech University, 1992 
non-thesis 
Dawn R.enee Khoury, Waco, Texas 
B.S. in H.E., Baylor University, 1990 
non-thesis 
Youngsoo Kim, Seoul, Korea 
B.S., Kon-Kuk University, 1991 
'Tbesis: "Association of Habituation With Endogenous 
Alpha-Melanocyte-Srimulating Hormone in the Brain 
of the Toad, Byfo co11na1Us' 
Douglas Ray Kinney, Beaumont, Texas 
(In absentia) 






Home Economics Education 
Biology 
Biology 
Wildlife Science Jeffrey Michael Kozma, Elma, New York 
B.S., Suny College of Environmental Science and Forestry, 1992 
Thesis: "Neotropical Migrant and Chihuahuan Desert 
Bird Community Use of Arroyo-Riparian Habitat 
and Adjacent Upland• 
Darlene Jane Hudson Lester, Denver City, Texas 
B.B.A., Texas Tech University, 1987 
non-thesis 
family Financial Planning 
Master of Science (continued) 
Wen-Huey Un, Nanton, Taiwan, R.0. China 
B.B.A., Na!lonal Chung Hsing University, 1991 
non-thesis 
Derald D. Mabbltt, Pisgah, Iowa 
(In absentia) 
S.S., Texas Tech University, 1984 
Thesis: "Fractures and Groundwater Plow In a 
Triassic Sandstone Aquifer, Colorado City, Texas. ' 
Richard Todd Marshall, Kingwood, Texas 
B.S. in RHIM, Texas Tech University, 1987 
non· thesis 
Brandl Dawn McGl.n.nls , Lubbock, Texas 







Renee Michel Merritt-Twaddle , Albuquerque, New Mexico 
S .S., Texas Christian University, 1992 
Sports Health 
Thesis: "Information Processing Differences In Elite 
and Novice Performers: Evaluation of 
Detection Speed' 
Ussette Aimee Miranda, Miami, Florida 
(In absentia) 
B.B.A., Florida International University, 1993 
non-thesis 
Leigh A. Mires, Lubbock, Texas 
(In absentia) 
B.A., Texas Tech University, 1986 
Thesis: "The Impact of Parent ing Education on 
Family-Related Risk Factors for Alcohol and 
Drug Abuse· 
Rheda Kay Moseley, Lubbock, Texas 
(In absentia) 
B.A., Angelo State University, 1982 
non-thesis 
Kevin Dennis Mote, Lindsay, Oklahoma 
S.S., Oklahoma State University, 1989 
Thesis: "Individual Plant Treatments of Redberry 
Juniper and Honey Mesquite in the Trans 
Pecos Region of Texas· 
David Patrick Noa•. Davenport, Iowa 
(In absentia) 
B.S., Northeast Missouri State University, 1993 
7besfs: •The Effect of Varicella Vaccination on the 
Average Age of Infection" 
Nancy Lynn Kirkpatrick Perrin, Lubbock, Texas 
B.S., Texas Tech University, 1972 
Business Administration 
Interdisciplinary Studies 
Consumer Econ. & Env. Design 
Range Science 
Mathematics 
Home Economics Education 
Thesis: "Competencies Needed By Secondary Students 
for Career Preparation and Successful 
Employment in Intergenerational Professions• 
Wemheng Qiu, Beijing, P.R. China 
B.Lw., Beijing University, 1987 
non-thesis 
Uncla Ann Frankford Raley, El Faso, Texas 
B.F.A., Texas Tech University, 1990 
non-thesis 
Pree! Singh Randhawa, Patiala 
S .S., Unive rsity of Missouri-Rolla, 1992 
Thesis: "Digital Logic Testing and Verificaiton 
Using Orde red Binary Qecision Diagrams• 
Ree l Singh Randhawa, Fatlala 





Thesis: "Random Methods for Rectiline r Steiner Tree 
Problem With Applications in VLSI Design• 
Dennis Ray Robinson , Sweeny, Texas 
S .S., Texas Tech University, 1993 
non-thesis 
Toni Dian Sauncy, Big Spring, Texas 
(In absentia) 
S.S., Texas Tech University, 1992 
non-thesis 
Eric Roland Sawdey , Lubbock, Texas 
(In absentia) 
S.S., Northern Illinois University, 1972 
Thesis: "Numerical Case Study of a Major 
Flash Flood Event' 
Sterling Taft Shumway, Phoenix, Arizona 
B.A., Brigham Young University, 1991 




Human Devlmnt. & Family Stds 
Therapy for Delinquent Adolescents: An Outcome Study" 
Nicole Piland Springer , League City, Texas Human Devlmnt. & Family Stds 
B.A., Texas Tech University, 1992 
Thesis: "The Impact of Life Stress on Maternal 
Parenting Competence" 
Gregory Byron Storm, Los Alamos, New Mexico 
(In absentia) 
B.S. In C.S., Texas Tech University, 1988 
Thesis: "Statechart Visual Formalism as the Execution 
Language for Control of Real-Time Systems" 
Computer Science 
8 
Wesley ltnlght Sutton, New York City, New York 
B.A., Hunter College of the City _university of New York, 1993 ·-~· ;.;-,,;~ 
Thesis: •Ate Lemurs Monophyleuc?" .. 
Roger Dean Terry, Clovis, New Mexico Business A"~ ;·:  .v ·: 
(In absentia) """lill1nuoo 
B.B.A., New Mexico State UnJversity, 1986 · " 
non-thesis 
Ramesh Thatoor, Malaysia 
(In absentia) 
B.S., Texas Tech University, 1991 
Thesis: "GOP Forecasting Using Box-Jenkins 
Methodology" 
Davllyn LeAnn Samuel Thomae, Dixon, Missouri 
S .S., Harding University, 1993 
non-thesis 
JlamaA Deep Toor , Kitwe, Zambia 
B.B.A., Texas Tech University, 1993 
non-thesis 
]errad Todd Van'I Bui, Rock Valley, Iowa 
(In absentia) 
B.S., South Dakota State University, 1992 
Thesis: "Impacts of Prescribed Burning on Migratory 
and Breeding Birds on a Coastal Barrier Island ' 
Bruce Alan Vander Lee, Sheldon, Iowa 
(In absentia) 
B.S., South Dakota State University, 1992 
Thesis: "Nest Predation and Habitat Utilization 
By Striped Skunks" 
Gregory George Vaughn, Sinton, Texas 
(In absentia) 
B.S., Trinity University, 1992 
non-thesis 
Hong Yuan Wen, Changsha, Hunan, P.R. China 
B.S., Hunan Medical University, 1992 
Thesis: "BioavaUabllity of Selenium Prom Different 
Meat Assessed In Selenium-Deficient Rats" 
Laura Marlene White , Plano, Texas 
(In absentia) 
B.S., Texas Tech University, 1993 
Thesis: •An Authentic Assessment Model for Career and 
Technology Education in Horticulture" 
Kenneth Don Wllllama, Shemun, Texas 
(In absentia) 
B.A., Austin College, 1993 
Thesis: "Model of U.S. Cat!le Production• 
Randy Lee Willia , Graham, Texas 
B.S., Texas Tech University, 1993 
non-thesis 
Brlaii Dean Wood, Graham, Texas 
(In absentia) 
B.B.A., Texas Tech University, 1992 
non-thesis 
Walter Craig Yerger, Amarillo, Texas 
B.S., Texas Tech University, 1991 
non-thesis 
David Calvin Young, Lometa, Texas 
B.B.A., Texas Tech University, 1993 
non-thesis 
QI Yu, Jiangxi, P.R. China 
(In absentia) 
B.S. in Engr., Tsinghua University, 1990 
M.S., Texas Tech University, 1994 
non-thesis 
Master of Science In AccounlJn!! 
Emilio Albert Basaldua , San Antonio, Texas 
150 Hour Program, Texas Tech University, 1995 
non-thesis 
J ason Allan Becker, Pampa, Texas 
150 Hour Program, Texas Tech University, 1995 
non-thesis 
Michael Robert Bodwell, Houston, Texas 
150 Hour Program, Texas Tech University, 1995 
non-thesis 
Shanno n Dee Ceplca, Lubbock, Texas 
150 Hour Program, Texas Tech University, 1995 
non-thesis 
Roy Wayne Counta, Midland, Texas 
B.B.A., Univers ity of Texas-Pe rmian Basin, I 987 
non-thesis 
Devin Bruce Dingler, Rockwall , Texas 
B.A., Texas Tech University, 1986 
non-thesis 
Michael Zane Donald, Big Spring, Texas 
150 Hour Program, Texas Tech University, 1995 
non-thesis 
Tracy Ann Freeman, Ingram, Texas 
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..,.eerofSdellce In Accounting (co ntinued) 
bell Hendrb<, Houston, Texas 
~~lverslty of Texas-Austin, 1988 
Ol)O-lbe'is sbaYet Holcomb, Lubbock, Texas 
ttodLfllll program Texas Tech University, 1995 1SO!i0Ur ' 
'°"-dleSis awnphre}'S, Lubbock, Texas 
IJOO ~rogram Texas Tech University, 1995 1soHour ' 
""'-thesis JoseJlh Millu, Amarillo, Texas ~A., Texas A&M University, 1993 
oc:;!~u1 Mo115ka, Albuquerque, New Mexico 
!.B.A., New Mexico State University, 1993 
,..-lheSis 
lebeeca Schuldt, Houston, Texas ~HQUr Program, Texas Tech University, 1995 
oon·lhesis lll<Ud SlePbell Steward, Lubbock, Texas 
ISO Hour Program, Texas Tech University, 1995 
oon-llie•is 
1_. yeuy, Krum, Texas 
U:HourProgram, Texas Tech University, 1995 
.,...iies1s 
Ill*' or Science In Chemical Engineering 
;=f,4alood Ftathouse, Austin, Texas 
B.S inCh.E., Texas Tech University, 1992 
Jk,u: •using Neural Networks for Control of 
lliJIOOllllponent Distillation" 
ldl!Atbok Kulkarni, Bombay, India 
u, University of Bombay, 1992 
Jlllll: 'Simulation and Control of a Binary Vacuum 
l)iltilJation Column• 
ltllbal'Dw1hY Muthusubramanlan, Madras, India 
l.I. in Engr. , Mangalore University, 1988 
1lesll: 'Mathematical Modeling of Membrane Gas 
,.....tor" 
lllller or Science In Civil Engineering 
!il•Joteph Abraham, Trivandrum, India 
l.l.illC.E., Texas Tech Univers ity, 1993 
llGls: 'Mi.Sile Impact Resistance of Window 
GISI Consuuctions" 
ll!Mbl Cuula, Hyderabad, India 
a! In C.E., Osmania University, 1991 
llalt 'Classification of Playa Lakes Based on 
~··Morphology, and Water Quality Parameters" 
-11• Gapta, Lucknow, India 
()ubsnlrfa) 
l.l.illC.E., Indian Institute of Technology, 1993 
1lesUo 'A New Approach for Identification of 
!<m-Shedding Parameters in Time Domain" 
lldorla Allll Barkins, Lubbock, Texas 
U , Teaas Tech University, 1992 
llalt 'Sllndard Operating Procedures for Analytical 
l6rtbod.s ln an Environmental Science Laboratory" 
l1jaUrilluwnarthy, Mysore, India 
IS. In C.E., University of Mysore, 1991 
lift 'Effect of Enzyme Addition on Degradation 
'Canle Waste' 
..,...La, Beijing, P.R. China 
ll111lsm11a) 
ll, Nonhem Jlaotong University, 1982 
ll, Tws Tech University, 1993 
lllsft 'A Statlstlc:ally Rigorous Model for Tornado 
lilllnlAssmment" 
....., llatta, Hanamkonda, India 
IS.,ltak11iya University, 1992 
..e..is 
lllild&Palanlswamy, Madras, India 
11.llC.E., Univ•rsity of Madras, 1991 
l!t(r,Anna University, 1993 
lllMl<sis 
,..,fletyPatro, Visakhapatnam, India 
Doobstntla) 
IS.it by., Andhra University, 1992 
~ 
lloins!rlboth Pulapaka, Hyderabad, India 
Dollsmt(a) 
11inC.E., Osmania University, 1991 
lloit 'ldiabillty Based Model for Prediction 
(Caitantintnt Breakthrough Times" 
_..Jaotpb lelohan , Adkins, Texas 
























Muter of Science In Electrical Engineering 
James Michael Awrach, Pe.abody, Massachusetts Electrical Engineering 
B.S. in E.E., University of Massachusetts, 1993 
Tbesis: "Electron Beam Controlled Switching• 
Manlsha Mahendra, Hyderabad, India Electrical Engineering 
B.S. in E.E., Texas Tech University, 1992 
Tbesis: "Applications of Neural Networks in IC Lithography" 
John Jerome Mankowski, East Millinocket, Maine Electrical Engineering 
B.S. in E.E., Worcester Polytechnic Institute, 1990 
Tbesis: "Data Acquisition and Controls for Hall 
Effect Thrusters• 
Hong Tan, Senmenxia, Henan, P.R. China Electrical Engineering 
(Jn absentia) 
B.S., Huazhong University of Science and Technology, 1989 
M.S. in Ag.En., Texas Tech University, 1992 
Tbesis: "Neural Network Model for Stock Forecasting• 
Mark RJcbard Tanner, Lubbock, Texas Electrical Engineering 
B.S. in E.E., Texas Tech University, 1990 
Tbesis: "The Evaluation and Measurement of the Effect 
of Fuse Materials and Masses on Rai lgun Performance" 
Muter of Science In Environmental Technology Management 
Satyual Venkata Bbavaraju, Palivela, India 
(Jn absentia) 
Environmental Tech. Mgmt. 
B.S. in Engr., Osmania University, 1991 
M.S. in C.E., Texas Tech University, 1993 
non-thesis 
Donald Neal Crocker, Newark, California 
(In absenlia) 
Environmental Tech. Mgmt. 
B.A., San Jose State University, 1993 
non-thesis 
Buford Ray Green, Putnam, Texas Environmental Tech. Mgmt. 
B.S. in Ag.E., Texas A&M University, 1979 
non-thesis 
Master of Science In lndullrlal Engineering 
Vlkas Goyal, Gwalior, India Industrial Engineering 
B.S., Kiwaji University, 1992 
non-thesis 
Ping-Chun Gary Lee, Taipei, Taiwan, R.0. China Industrial Engineering 
B.S. in Engr. 1 National Taiwan University, 1993 
non-thesis 
Preecha Powanusorn, Bangkok, Thailand Industrial Engineering 
B.S. in Engr., Chulalongkorn University, 1990 
non-thesis 
James Anthony SlmtnotU, Houston, Texas Industrial Engineering 
B.S. in E.E., Texas Tech University, 1993 
non-lhesis 
Marvin Everette Tennison, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma Industrial Engineering 
(Jn absentia) 
B.S. in E.E., University of Arkansas, 1983 
M.S., Youngstown State University, 1992 
non-thesis 
Master of Science In Mechanical Engineering 
Sbashldhar Reddy Bathuta, Hyderabad, India Mechanical Engineering 
(Jn absentia) 
B.S. in Engr., Osmania University, 1987 
Thesis: "Influence of the Free Stream Boundary 
Conditions on the Solution or Flow Around 
Bluff Bodi<s" 
Ismail Cleek, Istanbul, Turkey Mechanical Engineering 
(Jn absentia) 
B.S. in Engr., Istanbul Technical University. 1990 
non-chesis 
Ramanadh Kandalal, Vizianagaram Mechanical Engineering 
(In absentia) 
B.S., Nagarjuna University, 1989 
M.S. in Technology,-lndian Institute of Technology, 1992 
non-thesis 
Paul Benjamin Reuter, Lubbock, Texas Mechanical Engineering 
(In absentia) 
B.S. in M.E., Texas Tech University, 1993 
Tbesls: "Automotive Hea t Exchanger Air Flow Modeling 
Correlations• 
Fran.k.Juergen Ruhfus, Amarillo, Texas Mechanical Engineering 
B.S. in M.E., Texas Tech University, 1989 
non-thesis 
Krishna Prasad Suryanarayan, Madras, India Mechanical Engineering 
(Jn a bsentia) 
B.S. in Engr., Anna University, 1991 
Tbesls: •Application of the Matrix Approach to the 
Kinematic Modeling and Analysis of Spatial Mechanisms· 
Master of Science In Petroleum Engineering 
Vlshwanath Balasubramanlam, Madras, India 
(In absentia) 
B.S. in Engr., University of Mysore, 1991 
non~thesis 
Petroleum Engineering 
Mascer of Science In Petroleum Engineering (continued) 
Craig Emil Bunting, Lubbock, Texas Petroleum Engineering 
B.S., Bradley University, 1985 
M.S., Texas Tech University, 1994 
non-1hesis 
Vljenclra llaman Dhwaraianhalll, Lubbock, Texas Perroleum Engineering 
(In absentia) 
B.S., Bangalore University, 1988 
non-thesis 
Kimberly Ann Ellnrorth, Lubbock, Texas Petroleum Engineering 
B.S. in Perr. , Texas Tech University, 1993 
non-thesis 
RJck L Gubtad, Blue Springs, Missouri Perroleum Engineering 
(In absentia) 
B.S. in I.E., North Dakota Slate University, 1982 
B.S., North Dakota S1a1e University, 1987 
Tbesls: "The Determinalion of Hydrocarbon Reservoir 
Recovery Facrors by Using Modem Muhiple Linear 
Regression Techniques'" 
ChennamJltenclra lleddy, Lubbock, Texas Perroleum Engineering 
(In absenrla) 
B.S., Bangalore University, 1990 
non-thesis 
SCHOOL OF LAW 
Doctor of Jurisprudence 
Kimberly Marie Alesch, Bloominron, MN 
Univers ity of North Texas, B.A., 5/91 
Constance Lynn AllJson , Alice 
Texas A&M University, B.A., 12191 
(Cum Laude) 
Beth Marie Ammons, Greenville 
Texas A&M University, B.A., 5/91 
Daphne Marie Anclrlllos , El Paso 
University of Texas, El Paso, B.B.A., 5/91 
Christopher Allen Antcllff, El Paso 
Texas Tech University, B.A., 5/92 
Michael Brett Anthony, Corpus Chrisri 
Baylor University, B.A., 5/92 
(Cum Laude) 
Jason Scott Armstrong, Lufkin 
Auslin College, B.A., 5/92 
Kelli Noelle Arnold, Denison 
Southern Melhodlsl University, B.B.A. 12/91 
(Summa Cum Laude) 
Kelly Ausley-Flores , Austin 
Texas Tech Universily, B.B.A., 12/87 
Mary F. Baer, Galvesron 
University of Texas, Austin, B.A., 5/92 
RJcbard Craig Baker, Garland 
Baylor University, B.A., 12/91 
(Cum Laude) 
Stanley Brent Baker , Dumas 
Abilene Chris1i2n University, B.A., 5/90 
Barbara A. Ballard , Kingwood 
University of Texas, Austin, B.B.A., 5/92 
(Cum Laude) 
Grant Allen Bannen, Lubbock 
Baylor University, B.A., 12/91 
(Magna Cum Laude) 
Ignacio Barbero, Dallas 
Sou1hwes1ern University, B.A., 5/92 
Tllfanl Paige Barns, Fort Worth 
University of North Texas, 8.A., 12/91 
(Summa Cum Laude) 
Wayne ll. Barnes, Lubbock 
University of North Texas, B.B.A., 5/92 
(Summa Cum Laude) 
Amy Katherine Barron, Odessa 
Texas Chrislian University, B.A., 12/91 
Stefanie Renee Bauer, Dallas 
Universiry of Texas, Auslin, B.J. , 5/92 
Robin Leah Bennett, Midland 
Texas Tech Universily, B.B.A., 7/84 
(Summa Cum Laude) 
Michelle Doll Benson, Harlingen 
University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, B.A., 6/90 
(Magna Cum Laude) 
Eric T. Berg, Deer Park 
Texas A&M University, S .S., 5191 
BethAnn Berns tein, Plano 
Austin College, B.A., 5/92 
(Cum Laude) 
Troy Andrew Blackwell, Dalhart 
Universily of Texas, Ausrin, 8 .8 .A., 5/92 
10 
Krl•ten V. Burnell, Austin 
University of Texas, Auslin, B.A., 5/92 
Clark Stephen Butler, Rosenberg 
University of Texas , Auslin, B.A., 1992 
J ason L Butscher, Killeen 
Auslln College, B.A., 5/ 92 
(Cum Laude) 
Timothy Andrew Byars, Lubbock 
Lubbock Christian University, 8.A., 8/ 92 
Michael Stephen Byrd, Dallas 
University of Texas, Austin, B.B.A., 5/92 
Monica Lisa Caballero, San Antonio 
University of Texas, Ausrin, B.A., 5/90 
Chester Abbott Caldwell, m , Blytheville, AR 
Baylor University, 8 .8 .A., 5/89 
(Magna Cum Laude) 
Henry L Campbell, m, Waco 
Texas A&M University, B.B.A., 5/92 
Phllllp Eugene Cannattl, Austin 
University of Notre Dame, B.S., 5/91 
Maria Teresa Cant<i, LaPeria 
Our Lady of !he Lake University, B.A., 5/92 
Gregory Allen Cardenas, Richardson 
Texas A&M University, B.B.A., 5/ 86 
(Magna Cum Laude) 
Melissa Caro, Lubbock 
Texas Tech University, B.A., 12/91 
Russell D. Cawyer, Gainesville 
University of North Texas, B.S., 5(92 
(Cum Laude) 
Jonathan Edward Cheatham, Corpus Christi 
University of Texas, Auslin, B.A., 5/92 
Corey Lance Cheek, Plano 
Abilene Christian University, B.B.A., 5/92 
Don Chllds, Austin 
Southwesrern University, B.A., 1990 
(Magna Cum Laude) 
MarkJohn Connolly, Staten Island, NY 
Hamilton College, B.A., 1985 
Chadwick Albritton Cowan, Hamlin 
Baylor University, B.8.A., 5/ 92 
John Cameron Cowan, Rockwall 
Baylor University, B.B.A., 8/ 91 
Berry Shawn Cox, Monahans 
Texas Tech University, B.A., 5/91 
Sheri Marie Cravens, Kamay 
Texas Tech Universiry, B.B.A., 12/92 
Rebecca Lea Crump , Lubbock 
Texas Tech University, B.A., 5/90 
llobert P. Crumpler, J r., Normal, IL 
Austin College, B.A., 5/91 
(Magna Cum Laude) 
Craig Douglas Daris, Arlington 
Baylor University, B.B.A., 5/ 91 
Derek Shane Davis, San Anlonio 
University of Texas, Austin, B.S. , 5/92 
Juan Arturo Dawson, Lubbock 
Spring Garden College, B.S., 5.87 
Lori Anne Deemer, Tyler 
Stephen F. Austin Slate University, B.A., 5/ 92 
l!llzabeth Marie DeSll ... , Sachse 
Texas Woman's ,University, S.S., 5/91 
Frank L Dlc:l<lon, ]r., San Antonio 
Trinity University, B.A., 5/92 
(Cum Laude) 
Spencer Wade Dobbs, Odessa 
Texas Tech University, B.B.A., 5/ 92 
Anthony Douglas Drumheller , Abilene 
University of Texas, Austin, B.A., 8/92 
James Byron Eccles, Austin 
University of Texas, Austin, B.A., 5/91 
Hodpon Guyot Eckel, Galvesron 
Vanderbilt University, B.A., 1992 
Catherine Marie Fancher, Lubbock 
Southern Methodist University, B.A., 12/91 
(Magna Cum Laude) 
Chad Lane Farrar, Levelland 
Texas Tech University, B.A. 7/92 
(Cum Laude) 
Vlct0r Scott Foster, Lubbock 
University of Texas, Austin, B. Mus., 12/84 
Gregory James Fouratt, Roswell, NM 
New Mexico State University, 8 .A., 5/88 . 
Golden Gate University, M.P.A., 6/ 91 
(Summa Cum Laude) 
C. Christian Frederlben, Jr., Dallas 
University of Texas, Austin, B.B.A., 5.92 
(Magna Cum Laude) 
poctorofJDtlJPrudence (continued) 
saoe G.mu>. San Antonio 
llatf as \Vo1D2n's University, 8.S., 5/92 
Tei C. Ge19ler, Jr. , Ponland ~rsil)' of Texas, Austin, 8 .A., 1991 
(Cum 1.aude) · J!dward Gibson, Houston 
J":vtt>ilY of Houston, 8.S., 1992 
el E Gooza.IC2, IV, Odessa 
":vtt>ilY of Texas, Austin, B.B.A., 5/92 
lluli A· Gra•U, Lincoln, NE 
ChriStian University, 8.A., 5.92 
.::llton Groce, Jr. , Colleyville 
J Ba lor University, B.A., 5/92 
Y warcelle Gro1chke, Houston ~University, 8 .A., 5/92 
dy LoulU Newman Raclder, Arlington 
•:versil)' of Texas, Austin, B.A., 5/ 92 
)anti B. &up'O•e, Rotan 
UnJversil)' of Texas, Austin, 8 .A. , 5/ 87 
ltlati11e llender1on , Houston ~~as Chri.!tian University, B.A., 5/92 
(Cum Laude) ll1chael Dean mcks, Floydada 
Angelo State Univtrsity, B.A., 5/92 
(Sumn>2 Cum Laude) 
aobetl ley sofmann, Mason 
Teu• A&M University, 8 .A., 5/92 
FltleY Gray Ho111ton, Dallas 
Trinity University, B.S., 5/ 91 
(Cum Laude) 
Gtt1 Jobn Gonda Dagan, Houston 
Vanderbilt University, 8 .A., 5/.92 
1111 Lao Fogal b ier, Vienna, VA CoUege of Will iam and Mary, B.A., 5/91 
(Summa Cum Laude) 
!hellySama.olhaJock, Eustace 
East Texas State University, B.A., 12/91 
i.stwulal.Johnton , Jacksonville, FL 
1'11irie View A&M University, 8 .8.A., 5/92 
l'lckl carter Johnson, Abilene 
VqiniJ Polytechnic Institute & State University, 8.S., 5179 
Dnld Abraham Kazcn, Austin 
Tens Tech University, B.A., 5/91 
,llldmr Derald Keetch, Fort Worth 
Teus A&M University, B.S., 5/92 
Dooaa Gayle IUllg, Round Rock 
Angelo Stlte University, B.A., 1992 
B..ihet lab. King, Fort Worth 
Teus Chrisllan University, 8.A., 12/87 
I.lace Alm l[lrby, Rowlett 
Teus Tech University, 8.A., 7/ 91 
llJrkTony Andre Kobler, El Paso 
Uoi•ersil)' of Texas, Pan American , B.B.A., 12/91 
AIJm YYOlllle Krabmer, Lubbock 
Uoi•ersil)' of Nevada, B.S., 1992 
Frank L Lacy, Clifton forge, VA 
llation1I University, 8.8.A., 6/92 
JD L Lambeth, Kaufman 
Teus Tech University, 8.A., 8/ 92 
lldwd Paul Lancaster, Lubbock 
Ualvmity of Texas, Arlington, B.B.A., 5/89 
(Summa Cum Laude) 
C.0.,. M. Leal, Lubbock 
!u"b College, B.A., 5/92 
illJYln1.chlh Lee, Madison, WI 
University of Wisconsin, Madison, B.A., 8/89 
lbmll lllala Lelnart, Shenman 
Tws Christian University, 8 .8.A., 5/92 
l<otJonadaan Lisenby, Vidor 
University of Texas, Austin, 8.A., 12/91 
(<llm l.aude) 
tdeste Diane U.engood, Gilmer 
Tws MM University, B.A., 12/88 
'1<- Cum Laude) 
lllda Gadalupe L6pez, Amarillo 
fest Texas State University, B.A., 5/84 
"""" r. Lofttt, Winters 
Tens A&M University, B.S., 1978 
!Moey Allen Lyle, Jr. , Odessa 
lloittrsily of Texas. Permian Basin, B.B.A., 7 /92 
Coll!a llkhad Maloney, Tyler 
Cttigluon University, B.A., 1991 
lftt!lllottMlttln, Dallas 
-~~Christian University, B.B.A., 5/92 
'""."'Schuyler Martin, Pensacola, FL 
li<eUniv<rsity, 8.A. , 1990 
11 
Deborah Christine Maschal, Round Rock 
SouthweStern Univ<rsity. 8 .A., 5/91 
April Renee Maurer, Dallas 
Texas Tech University, B.A., 5/ 91 
( Magna Cum Laude) 
James Keith Mayo, W<atherford 
Howard Payne University, B.S., 5/91 
Daniel Roge r McCabe, Beaumont 
Boston College, B.A., 5/ 91 
(Cum Laude) 
Elizabeth Grace McClendon, Lubbock 
University of Texas, Austin, B.A., 1992 
(Cum Laude) 
Scott W. Mcc rum, San Antonio 
University of Texas, San Antonio, B.A., 5/92 
Arthur Eugene McCullough, Harlingen 
College of William and Mary, B.A., 5/89 
(Cum Laude) 
Susan Romero McMenamy, Lubbock 
University of Maryland, B.S., 1976, 
Texas Tech University, M.Ed. , 1979 
Robert Francis McStay, Jr., Bedford 
University o f Texas, Austin, B.A., 5/91 
(Summa Cum Laude) 
Melissa Kay Milich, Port Arthur 
Lamar University, B.S., 5/92 
Kathe rine Marie Molina, Dallas 
University o f Texsa, Austin, B.A., 5/92 
Danie l Anto nio Montalvo , McAllen 
University o f Dallas. B.A., 5/ 92 
David Eldon Moody, Lamesa 
University of Texas, Austin, B.S., 12n 5 
Ginger Pear1on Nelson , Spearman 
Texas Tech University, B.A., 8/92 
(Cum Laude) 
Henry Tolbert Noell<e, San Angelo 
University of the South at Sewanee, 8.A., 5/ 92, 
(Magna Cum Laude) 
Brian Thomas Oehler, Kerrville 
Texas A&M University, B.B.A., 5/92 
Marlon Adams Oliver, Dallas 
University of Texas, Austin, B.A., 5/91 
(Cum Laude) 
John Stanford Perlman, Paradise Valley, AZ 
Arizona State University, 8.A., 1991 
Amy Cecile Pewitt, Mineral Wells 
Tarleton State University, B.8.A. 5/ 92 
(Cum Laude) 
Robert Chad Pierce. Lubbock 
University of Texas, AuStin, 5/92 
Brandon Wade P inson, BrownOeld 
Angelo State University, 8.8.A., 5/92 
Steven Doyle Poock, Lubbock 
Miami University, B.A., 5/79 • 
San Diego State University, M.A., 5/88 
(Cum Laude) 
Patrlcb Denise Pope, Kingsville 
Stephen F. Austin State University, 8 .S., 12191 
(Cum Laude) 
Kathleen Anne Post, Vienna, VA 
Louisiana State University, B.A., 5/ 85 
(Magna Cum Laude) 
Daniel G. Ralph, San Antonio 
Saint Mary's University, B.A., 1990 
Robert Manball Reed , Jr., Dallas 
University of Texas, Austin, B.A., 5/91 
(Magna Cum Laude) 
WWlam Donald Reed, Galveston 
Trinity University, B.A., 8/91 
C. Da•ld Rhodes, Houston 
University of Texas, Austin, B.A., 1992 
Jeffrey Brian Richter, Wichita Falls 
Midwestern State University, 8.A., 5/ 92 
Willlam Charles Robbins, San Antonio 
DePauw University, B.A. , 5/92 
Mario Augusto Rodriguez, Houston 
University of Houston, B.S., 12/91 
John Earl Roger1, Austin 
University of Texas, Austin, B.A. , 5/ 91 
Nestor Adolfo Rosin, Houston 
University of HouSton, B.S., 5/ 88 
Mark Bradley Russe ll, Argyle 
Texas Christian University, B.8.A., 5/92 
IOmberlle K. Ryan, Denver, CO 
Texas Tech University, B.A., 12/90, M.P.A., 5/92 
Rona.le Samms, Houston 
University of Houston, 8 .8 .A., 1969; 
Texas A&M University, 8 .S., 1982 
(Magna Cum Laude) 
Doctor of Jurisprudence (continued) 
Travis Joe Sandoval, Alamogordo, NM 
New Mexico State University, B.B.A., 5/92 
Scott Allen Say, Borger 
Texas Tech Unive rsity, B.A., 12/91 
Jana S. Scott, San Antonio 
University of Texas, Austin, B.A .. 5/92 
(Magna Cum Lllude) 
Thomas Michael Selgman, Killeen 
Angelo State University, B.A., 5/91 
Susan Pullen Shafer, Waco 
Texas Woman's University, B.S., 12/89 
John B. Shipp, Waco 
Baylor University, B.A., 5/91 
Dean John Slotos, Carrollton 
University of North Texas, B.A., 8/91 
Gregory Samuel Sisco, Lubbock 
Northwestern University, B.A., 12/ 87 
Michael w. Skarda, Plano 
Washington & Lee University, B.A., 6/91 
(Magna Cum Laude) 
Benjamin Richard Smith, Snyder 
Texas Tech University, B.S., 5/92 
Kay Ann Sprague, Fort Worth 
Unive rsity of Colorado, B.A., 1987 
Julie Lanette StWwagon, Robinson 
Texas A&M University, B.A., 5/92 
(Cum Laude) 
Mark David TWman, Amarillo 
Wayland Baptist Univorsity, B.B.A., 5/92 
(Summa Cum Laude) 
Jeffrey W. Tormey, Lubbock 
University of Wisconsin, Milwaukee. B.S., 7/91 
Olen Grant Underwood, Conroe 
University of Texas, Austin, B.B.A., 12/87 
(Summa Cum Laude) 
Dcrly J. Uribe, Laredo 
University of Texas, Austin, B.A., 12191 
Matthew Lyons Wade, Lubbock 
Texas A&M University, B.A .. 5/92 
Eric Gordon Walraven, Mansfield 
Texas Tech University, B.A., 5/92 
Thomas John Ward, Jr., Longview 
University of Oklahoma, B.A., 5/92 
(Magna Cum Laude) 
Douglu K. Watkins, Colorado City 
East Texas State Univers ity, B.S., 12/91 
Stephen Russell Wedemeyer, Tomball 
Texas A&M University, B.B.A., 8/91 
(Magna Cum Lllude) 
Scott WWlam Wert. The Woodlands 
Baylor University, B.A., 5/92 
Jessica Lynn Whitacre, San Antonio 
Trinity University, B.A., 5/91 
(Cum Laude) 
Paula Kay Whitefield, Spur 
Texas Tech University, B.A., 5/92 
Amy Louise Whitt, Sanger 
University of Texas, Austin, B.A., 5/92 
Wanda Alexander Williams, Amarillo 
University of Southern Mississippi, B.S., 5/88 
Deborah M. Young, Bridge City 
Texas A&M University, B.A., 12/88 
Stephanie Anoe Young, San Antonio 
University of Texas, Austin, B.A., 5/92 
Susan Calvert Ysbrand, Carrollton 
Baylor University, B.A., 5/92 
Brian P. Zollinger, Price, UT 
Brigham Young University, B.S., 6/91 
(Cum Laude) 
COLLEGE OF AGRICULTIJRAL SCIBNCES 
Bachelo r of Landscape Architecture 
Eric Stephen Grlftlth, Dhahran, SA 
Gerardo Lopez, Dimmitt 
Ronald Wayne Stafford, Garland 
Rex WWlam VanHoose, McKinney 
John Charles Volpe, Richardson 
Rebecca A. Webster, Lubbock 
(Cum Laude) 
Bachelor of Science 
Robert Edward Anderson, Lubbock 
Brian Earl Brown, Adrian 






Tobias Kell Castleberry, Vernon 
Jennifer Robin Eckles, Spur 
Cory Blane Franks, Flomot 
Matthew Keith Gibson, Abilene 
Donna Nicole Grotegut, Hereford 
(Cum Laude) 
Allen Joseph Hoelscher, Garden City 
(Cum Laude) 
Jesse Albert Jones. Richardson 
Kurt Joseph Kitten, Slaton 
Elizabeth Gayle Locke, Wharton 
Brent Douglas McPeek, Robert Lee 
Toby Shane Osborne, Haskell 
Kevin Michael Rider, Claude 
Toby Gale Rogers, Lubbock 
(Magna Cum Laude) 
Nlkl Raquel Ryan, Lubbock 
Monty Reese Scott, Loop 
Creighton Neal Secor, Hunt 
Eric Donald Wanjuea, Lubbock 
David Mark Watts, Duncan, OK 
Gregg Marshall White, Lubbock 
Chrystal Lynn Gay-Madewell, Hurlwood 
Lynn Ann Moseley, Mertzon 
A.my Shoults Odom, Snyder 




















Sammy Shane Stevenson, Canyon 
Matthew Robert WWls, Comanche 




Agricultural Comm ...... 
Agricultural Commuftiatioo 
Agricultural Systems Maiu!tO<I 
Shawn David Ballard, New Home 
Gene Preston Belt, Quanah 
Deanna Kay Burk, Fortville, IN 
Jeffery Dan Fires, Wellington 
Colby Andrew Goodson, New Braunfels 
Gerald Keith Kent, Sweetwater 
Craig Dion Maultsby, Hewitt 
(Cum Laude) 
Michael Logan Medlca, Plano 
Michael Shane Orman, Plainview 
Richard Floyd Roberts, Clovis, NM 
(Summa Cum Laude) 
Brian Wayne Smith, Dumas 
Joseph Van Ulrich, IV, Plano 
J ack David Wardlaw, m, Sonora 
Terrell Don Frl12, Harper 
Joseph WWlam Lee, George West 
Lavinia Gayle Sartwelle Owen, Sealy 
(Cum Laude) 
Joe E. Thomas, Lubbock 
Monty Eugene Edwards, Sudan 
(Magna Cum Laude) 
Kelly J . Munson, Hagerman, NM 
James Earl Nesmith, Weatherford 
Loren Neal Patterson, Bingham, NM 
Tom Glen VanZee, Pella, IA 
Sandra F. Anderson, Sioux Falls, SO 
(Magna Cum Laude) 
Brandl Jo Andrus, Navasota 
Shannon Leigh Archer, Carrollton 
Paul Charles Axtell, Dimmitt 
(Cum Laude) 
A.my Luene Smart, Dallas 
Steven Ray Wade, Slaton 
(Cum Laude) 
Jason Randall Wood, Morton 
Ryan Davis Biggs, Panhandle 
Thad Ray Myers, Snyder 
Douglu Loyd Patrick, Mexia 
Jennifer Jaye Schmidt, Lubbock 
Carl Nelson Taylor, Earth 
(Cum Laude) 
Twain Jason Butler, Bellevue 
(Magna Cum Laude) 
WWlam Travis Crow, Dripping Springs 
Richard Carroll Felts HW, Millsap 
Don Edward Blackwell, Fort Worth 
Britni Sue Block, Austin 
Tony Alan Carver. Fort Worth 
Shannon Dell Dickey, Lubbock 
Eric Reagan Dorton, Big Spring 
Benjamin Antho ny Harveson , North Richland Hills 
Scott Patrick Kllllan, Spcegleville 
Cody Jay Mathis, Stamford 
Brian Mandell Murrah, Houston 
(Cum Laude) 
Brad Garn:tt Spence, Plano 
Jon Barton Ashby, Abilene 
Johnny Lynn Brock, Anson 


















































, Sd~Ce (continued) )IOCbel•r• 
AllY1l SoRelle, Texas City 
Jeffre1 S<ott Votaw, Lancaster I""" Chrifdan wetodorf, Austin 
l)flld Nicole AlleD, Granbury 
&tild" ThO- earter. Knox City ~ StaCY Chllden, Lubbock 
!Pt'Oll pbd )fanhall Harrell, San Antonio 
(irbCD 0 Hoke, Allen Gft1 ayroWiUl&ID Bolland, Plainview 
~ 11.,..,ell, McAllen 
11100 MorovltZ. Houston ~ IJ xa•ler O'Ncll, Plano ~ ,u.o llce, Weatherford 
)lkbJtlJ• met Zafdlacku, Irving 
coUEGE OF ARCHITECTURE 















- b Wlflle Bruce, Universal Ci ty Design Specialization ~. £•ae"e Blinker , Jr., Alamogordo, NM Design Specialization 
f b Garf &urlbaw, Dallas History/Historic Presv. Specialization ~a llarle 811ttUUZl, Spring Design Specialization 
C:utopher Edward Callegari, Ho uston Design Specialization 
T aag eoal·YOOI Chuna, Dallas Design Specialization 0 
0 Bl'fl" Clark, Las Cruets, NM Design Specialization 
:. Howard Cook, Los Alamos, NM Design Specialization 
(Cum Laude) 
Jo!<Ph Jeafamla Dooaldsoo, Wolfforth 
5taC1 llteNA Goozalct, Dimmitt 
()riot Gaerfll, Ill Paso 
lkttdo eernaodcz, Wichita Falls 
(Cum Laude) 
OffN L Bollao<I, Lubbock 
l\OUI ci.ytoo Hudson, Odessa 
(Ooal Laude) 
Cotrle Alllll•DY Jooes, San Antonio, 
LM« CldlD Mdtoo, San Angelo, 
~WUUimMeno, Argyle 
)dltmOScolt Neaves, Denison 
()bgna Cum Laude) 
)Gl!AK!Orlep, Amarillo 
Kidlld - Payton, Lubbock 
ldlatdo xnler Qulrop, Laredo 
jd!ttf L leed, Midland 
Jot<pb Arookl llenillna, Atlanta, GA 
ltba Erl< l oaen, Dawson 
lllcba<I Do•aln Rubio, Bronx, NY Ihm•• Ld&h St. Clair, Troy 
lobmo cartos T""'lllo, McAllen 
l•ltooJdfery Ulm, Lubbock 
Grigg llutley Wheeler, Lubbock 
COllEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES 
lltbtlorof Arie 
lln'•• Phillp Broob, Houston 
l'*IB. lludwwi, Lubbock 
llllkjean Grlllllh, Fort Worth 
ICa• uude) 
lollyltnee]acoba, San Antonio 
)ala 11. Lambtrt, Lewisville 
11i1tm Lee Minter, Plano 
IUlllWuab Mllfll, Weatherford 
linlya loll Plcn:e, Lubbock 
lnadoo Saocbez, San Antonio 
illlkltnee Tucker, Georgetown 
(C.muude) 
lllDbtth llOttDO Vlllarreal, San Antonio 
Jtu~<r Htleae Wehde, Sugar Land 
UtnCugdoec, Shreveport, LA 
lloouna Cum Laud•) 
'"1tUAnn Gomales, Idalou 
lluaon Dewayne Helm, Comanche 
IC... uude) 
lloulcl r..w l eyoolds, Kerrville 
:-Tbomu Shannon, San Angelo 
"·'· Ldah Dickerson, San Antonio 
-AnnJohmoo, Levelland ~llontcomerysavaae. Wichi~ Falls 
... All•• Bl'ldley, Lubbock 
0-..cumtaude) 













































David Michael San a•. Lubbock 
(Cum Laude) 
Jill Ann Shackelford, Dallas 
J Emery Swe MOn, Spur 
(Cum Laude) 
Christopher Harris Van Cleave, Lubbock 
Larry Ala n Flab, Big Spring 
(Summa Cum Laude) 
Lisa Michele Stephens, Silsbee 
(Magna Cum Laude) 
Kcell Lynnette Stumbo, Lubbock 
(Magna Cum Laude) 
Harry Sinclair Aftleck, ID, San Antonio 
Christopher Mason Bakke, Lubbock 
Eron Mk:hael Brlttlnaham. San Antonio 
Ja y Dee Burns, Snyder 
The resa Lelah Bustamante , El Paso 
Alfred Eroeat Caram, Forth Worth 
Judith Ann Davia, Tulsa, OK 
Alto n Sha ne Edler, Lubbock 
Claudine Rachel Fleurent, Lubbock 
Christopher Donehoo Godfrey, Missouri City 
John Charla Goswick, Humboldt, AZ 
Cllnt Taylor Greaa, McKinney 
Georae Michael Hall, Lubbock 
Timo thy Meredith Hanners, Austin 
Courtney Lane Hoffman, Lubbock 
Jana Lave rne Keese, Garland 
Bre nt Carlton Ubby, Dallas 
Crall Wllllam McCal.lum, Dallas 
Glen Donald Morris, Houston 
Pamela Deolff Newton, Lubbock 
Nicolle Danielle Okonek, Frisco 
John Hoeltlog Pohlmeler, Corpu• Christi 
(Cum Laude) 
Amanda lle .,.a Redman, Columbus, MS 
Robert J ason Sellnau, Houston 
Robert Scan Stueve , Wolfforth 
Leab Benson Veasey, Dallas 
Christopher Blake Whitaker, Fort Worth 
Andrea Rach e lle Wllke n o n , Denison 
Carolyn S. Lana, Lubbock 
(Cum Laude) 
Elaina Kathryn Edwards, Houston 
Travis Nelson Harper, Houston 
Karen Anoe Kobett , Houston 
Ethe l MaeDanza Alsbrooks, Lubbock 
Scott Michael Arnold, Lubbock 
Ricardo Arredondo, Abernathy 
Dorla Balde rrama, El Paso 
Laura Elizabeth Barnet, Odessa 
J ason Richard Bird, Grapevine 
Gay lon Brent Black, Lubbock 
Patric ia J ean Blackwell, Lubbock 
(Cum Laude) 
J e nnifer Kay Blanc k , Midland 
(Cum Laude) 
Dale Wa yne Boyce, Lubbock 
Stephanie Lelah Byen Bernier , Earth 
Jennifer Lynne Brooks, Lubbock 
Alexander Marr Chandle r , Lubbock 
LaSho n Terrell Earnes t , Lubbock 
Lynn Marie Eaenen, Bedford 
JennlfCJ' Claltt Elmore, Houston 
Terry J oe Essary, Zapata 
Reed Alan Fry, Lubbock 
Suun Hamilto n , Houston 
(Magna Cum Laude) 
J oanna Kemp Hqrove, Denton 
VJ.ralnla Lee Hedae s , Big Spring 
Roberta Lynn Hester, Fritch 
Danni Jo llaa Dlrkes Hlw. Arlington 
Wllllam Paul Kelly, ID, Conroe 
Tiffany Gayle Kennedy, Odessa 
Randa Rae Kno bel, Lubbock 
Anaela Marie Kolander , Lubbock 
A.my llechelle Lawson, Idalou 
Krlatl Dianne U o yd, Mexia 
Ne al Ethan Logan, Lubbock 
Maaclaleoa Lopez, Midland 
Diana Menhoo Lott, Austin 
Traci Lynn McDonald, Kilgore 
Jose Anael Perez, Meadow 
Deborah Lynn Puttell, El Paso 
Mark Richard Rainey, Richardson 
Amy Lynn Raymo nd, San Angelo 
(Cum Laude) 















































































Bachelor of Arb (continued) 
Rachel Marie Self, Lubbock 
Alllson Paige Smllh, Lubbock 
Collin Lee Smllh, Bellville 
George Christopher Snead, El Paso 
De.\nna Land Stafford, Levelland 
JoBeth Sturgis, Houston 
Reacher Elizabelh Treadaway, Weathe1ford 
Kristina Dawn Waterstnat-Janeway, Lubbock 
Shanna Lee Watson, Lubbock 
Renee Elizabelh Wharton, Lubbock 
Cindy Cherise Wllllams, L2mesa 
Nachan David Ziegler, Lubbock 
Lydia Katherine Goutchkoff, Houston 
Trac:I Lynne Hodges, Arlington 
Brandy Jane Qualls, Big Spring 
(Cum L2ude) 
Douglas Paul Becker, Boerne 
Robert Scott Brock, Lubbock 
(Magna Cum L2ude) 
James Steven King, Jr., Fore Wo rth 
Susan Kay Plowman, Roanoke 
(Magna Cum L2ude) 
Mark Joseph Rauscher, Fort Stockton 
Paul Matthew Rauscher, Fort Stockton 
(Magna Cum L2ude) 
Marsha Lavelle Stevens, Lorenzo 
(Cum Laude) 
Samantha Jill Carrell, Austin 
Unda K- Anderson, Lubbock 
(Magna Cum L2ude) 
Sean Aaron Anderson, Rosenberg 
Bradley Jae Atwell, Farwell 
Brett David Barham, Lubbock 
Michael Timothy Beasley, Lubbock 
Brianna Lynn Browning, Lubbock 
(Cum L2ude) 
Barry Clayton Campbell, San Antonio 
(CUm Laude) 
Jessica Carrasco, Marfa 
Duane Paul Chestnutt, San Angelo 
Cara Elizabeth Clement, Austin 
Holly Elizabeth Cliett, San Marcos 
Amy Elizabelh Clifford, Lubbock 
Bryan Andrew Cotton, El Paso 
Christopher Todd Davis, Carrollton 
Harold Martin Dominguez, Sundown 
Lewis Kincaid Edwards, Bu rnie, MD 
Bradley Shay Pricks, Fort Worth 
Stacy Gayle Gaona, Ransom Canyon 
Edward Eugene Garcia, San Antonio 
Jaime Luis Hernandez, Lubbock 
Michael Lynn Houck, Midland 
Jerry Ray Jimenez, Lubbock 
(Cum L2ude) 
Amanda Carol Kendall, Plainview 
Mila Kathleen Kennedy, Lubbock 
Steven Edward Mathews, Los Fresnos 
Jon Patrick McGough, Midland 
(Magna Cum Laude) 
Amy Renner Mead, Lubbock 
Jonathan Clay Michel, Austin 
Scott Loyd Mitchell, Lubbock 
Matthew Grant Potts, Plano 
(Cum Laude) 
Andrea Diane Quarles, Amarillo 
(Cum L2ude) 
Wllllam David Regan, Dallas 
Kevin Todd Sedberry, Lubbock 
Scott Daniel Stephens, Fort Worth 
Aaron Lynn Surlff, San Angelo 
Rebecca Alice Tarter, Lubbock 
Shana Marie Thompson, Lubbock 
(Summa Cum L2ude) 
Sandra H. Vargas, Alice 
Hobert David Webb, Cisco 
Christopher Lane Weldon, Abilene 
Darren Thomas Whalen, Lubbock 
Gerald Lee Ahmann, ll , Southlake 
Tara Michelle Allen, League City 
Kelaha LaDawn Barrett, Tyler 
Casie Elizabelh Caldwell, Duncanville 
Julle Elizabelh Collins, Midland 
Mellsoa Kay Dosher, Brownfield 
Shella Jo Foertsch, L2urenceville , GA 
Amy Lynn Grizzaffi, Carrollton 
Jonathan Dale Harris, Houston 
Holly Jill Hermon, Litt leto n , CO 






























History/ Russian Language 














































Terri Mellssa Lowrance , Lubbock 
Mystl Dawn Neal, San Antonio 
(Magna Cum La ude) 
Sandra Paye Pulley, Collinsville , IL 
(Summa Cum L2ude) 
Kelly Ray Wade, Southlake 
Ashley Nicole Houston, Doylestown, PA 
Alfredo Cordova Rodriguez, Lubbock 
Susan Jeanette Winton Warren, Lubbock 
Trisha Castillo, Seminole 
Charles David Cate, Jr., Lubbock 
Theresa Annette Daniel, Lubbock 
Elvia Gomez, Lubbock 
· (Magna Cum Laude) 
Kevin Wayne Gravett, Shallowater 
Jason Carl Hensley, Lubbock 
Joel Eugene Lashaway, Andrews 
Brenda Ann Leaf, Lubbock 
(Cum L2ude) 
Mellssa Dyan Martin, Georgetown 
Peter Antonius Vanvliet, Lubbock 
Deborah Kejcek White, Smyer 
Irene Perez, Grand Prairie 
John Lee Pool, Lubbock 
Jamie Adele Rose, Waco 
(Magna Cum L2ude) 
Jeffrey Wllllam Fltlow, Houston 
Wllllam Cory Slnkller, San Antonio 
Karen Alyssa Anders, Dallas 
Christa Lynn Armstrong, San Antonio 
Brett Alan Hassinger, Lubbock 
Michael Charles Beckman, Carrollton 
Jefferson Roy Branch, Fort Worth 
Tiffani Burkholder, Pecos 
Michelle Carrasco, Midland 
Scott Castaneda, Sheffield 
Chadley Dion Copeland, Fort Worth 
Benjamin Alexander Donley, Lubbock 
(Summa Cum L2ude) 
Ann Katherine Durham, Kingsville 
Brandon Lee Gott, Lubbock 
(Magna Cum L2ude) 
Karen Ann Guernsey, Saden, PA 
John Norman Hellhecl<e r , Grand Pra irie 
Robert Tracy Hobbs, Georgetown 
John Derek Hollingsworth, Snyder 
Wyatt Christopher Hornung, Odessa 
Mark MusGrave]ohnson, Jr., San Antonio 
David Alberto Lerma, El Paso 
Amy Catherine Magness, Lubbock 
Bryan Lee McKay, Clovis, NM 
James Jared Melton, Plainview 
(Cum Laude) 
Angela Louise Milam, Anna 
Jack Gleo Miinor, Yorkto wn 
Mark Edward Misplay, Lewisville 
Keith K. Mitchell, Colorado Springs, CO 
Barbara A. Valencia Morris, Houston 
Kimberly Ann Morris, Sherman 
Christopher Alan Morrow, Fort Worth 
John Meyer Patton, Austin 
Brandle Rae Payne, Lubbock 
Rebecca Marla Rabago, Austin 
Saturnlno Telesforo Rendon, Jr., Levelland 
Jon Thomas Rose berry, Austin 
Charles P. Russell, Abernathy 
(Summa Cum uude) 
Daniel Lee Schroer, Longview 
Cary Justin Siddall, Austin 
(Cum Laude) 
Ann Marie Stephens, Lubbock 
(Cum Laude) 
Carl Hendrick Tepper, Lubbock 
Suzann Kaye Utzman, Austin 
Brian Matthew Veit, El Paso 
Okey Brooks Wagner, ll, San Antonio 
Paul]. West, Spring 
Clint Edward Wllllamson, Cibolo 
Susanne M. Witt, Dalla s 
Michael Wilson Young, North Richland Hills 
Carmelita Avlla Acke,r, Lubbock 
Douglas Richard Angerer, Lubbock 
Robin Leigh Arable, Steamboat Springs, CO 
Azure Elizabeth Aroold, Plano 
Shannon DIGlovannl Arnold, Richland Hills 
(Cum L2ude ) 
Tracy Elizabeth Carr, El Paso 
Joseph Raymond Cheatum, Frisco 
(Cum Laude) 























































AlldtCW Colley, Mt. Pleasant 
l)lfld 1.aude) 
(CUD! CunY Irving 
1111D1All'l.i,.arc1 Dalley. Lubbock 
iiJcbo<l ll gld [)a'fls, Houston 
Jobi llWll•r Dodd, Lubbock ~rtl':ie1ourhlllll. San Antonio 
.,.ii I> !)US ton, El Paso 
1,ie:::.,F1ory, Grand Prairie 
JOhl JIO poley, Round Rock 
51"1 1.05lunt'D Foster, Dallas 
lfJldbl ~ FrUfer, Lubbock 
tctrl Gay Fort Worth ~~ GW, Richardson 
ID llJri• Grasso, Lubbock 
:. l)llllll• Green. Carroll ton 
Ob&P' cum Laude) 
Donna• Hays, Lubbock 
unWa Alic< senclerson, Moraga, CA ~LJllllBornback, Lubbock 
ltlthl!diU Borton, Abilene 
(C.m Laude) . . 
., LdP Hrocb. Corpus Chnsu ~., Claodette Hughes. Colleyville 
Jt LflU']enklnS. Euless :Utt Lauri• LaMarr. Lubbock 
oJl ,\llll Lay, San Angelo . . 
;...,, AllO Leija, Corpus Chns11 
n Guesa LeOnard, Fort Worth ~root Mlf!UI· Richardson 
Ja!O lalhtYD McCormick, Bedford 
:::i, Mallfln• Moczygemba, Wilson 
Cor<1 Sball• Moore, Amarillo 
llJllbcw pa4wlck, Lubbock 
jo!tphflllfl•rald Patton, Trophy Club 
!al lflUI Puckett, Boerne 
1J9btrly Anti Piere• aa.mos, Lubbock 
(Wign1 Cum Laude) 
r.aallJ 1oiten.Crittenden, Petersburg 
~ElallleShaa.non. Longview 
1rp4 Lee Shippey, Irving 
111«1 Lynette Sljjkr, Burleson 
Ja!0• 1121th.,. Slagle, Harlingen 
lttot Campbell Staley, Lubbock 
!Mk.\Jul Sweet, Lubbock 
!""" Lanell Taylor, Lubbock 
rncyc SbaD.1100 Thompson, Fort Worth 
Jolla Br1<t Thornton, n, Sugar Land 
jod Domlnguet Venegas, El Paso 
llalkrEileen Von Urquldy, LaFeria 
)Ila Bradl<y Weaver, Dallas 
r.pe 1aVern Welnette, Booker 
lllllaly lloDlque Wright, Humble 
llWJ.U. Acosta, Plano 
()!Jgna Cum Laude) 
TM.\Jul Clarln·DeVos, DeSoto 
OUp Cum uude) 
lloaaAlln Cumberland, Kingsville 
!latuLee DIWes, Humble 
IOU.uude) 
TllitbLyD.11 Elbridge, Slaton 
lloodaEIUotte1'enlcy, Lubbock 
jtllUwudMeskunas, Plano 
MChatlene Morris, Plano 
1ipU11e LyD.11 Putnllt, Katy 
lldmltLyD.11llamaay, Cordova, TN 
IMSmnoe Silva, San Antonio 
il&dlq1lt Ian Sims, Amarillo 
Oligna Cum Laude) 
lmtllc Elaine Smith, Quannah 
Tatt Nub White, Lubbock 
tolt c.tberine Wrlnlde, Azle 
Obgm Cum Laude) 
lltJ lt.Sannlater, Boerne 
Dricltllrlld Buchanan, Lubbock 
lalrkthDrumm, Lubbock 
(Si..,. Cum Laude) 
illaTl)'e Lyou, Colorado Springs 
~hfu Cattlllo, Lubbock 
lnli Dalt Coulombe, Lubbock 
iri tomta WWlams Frazie r , Houston 
lltld llluOeth Held, San Antonio 
irllleAttber Klosterman, Richardson 
11Wb Ruth Lovell, Houston -~Welch 
Ilia. Ana Shultz, Lubbock 


































































Russian Language and Area Studies 
Russian Language and Area Studies 
Russian Language and Area Studies 







Socia l Work 
Social Wo rk 
Social Work/Sociology 
Karen Jean Blume, Fort Worth 
Jacqueline Soose Brewer, Dallas 
Con.sola Denise Canton, Lubbock 
Timothy Marshall Franklin, Lubbock 
Brian James Garcia, Slaton 
Aaron Joseph Mitchell, Lubbock 
Jennifer Leigh Naylor, Fort Worth 
Charles Derek Pirtle, Canyon 
Terry Lynn Robinson, Amarillo 
Jesse Ruiz, Lubbock 
Stephon Douglas Weatherspoon, Lubbock 
Randal Ty Anderson, Lubbock 
Annette Marie Colon, Roanoke 
(Cum Laude) 
Amy Christine Fowler, Levelland 
Brendan John Heatherman, Plantation, FL 
Stephanie Lynn Jenkins, Reno, NV 
(Magna Cum Laude) 
Mitchell Van King, Camarillo, CA 
Aimee Brlnta Martin, Lubbock 
(Cum Laude) 
Phaedra Da nette Mayes, Dallas 
Amy Lynn Nichols, Spring 
Matthew David Romero, Fort Worth 
Jorge Morales Sanchez, Earth 
Tricia Jo Tompklna, Big Spring 
Richard Vaaquez, Lubbock 
Robert Kyle Brawner, Weatherford 
Susan Lynne Bryan, Houston 
Douglaa Nathaniel Burns, Houston 
Uoyd Steven Caballero, Lubbock 
Chrlltopher Mccullum Earp, Dallas 
Kary Lynn Fletcher, Lubbock 
Catherine Amy Fogg, Richardson 
(Cum Laude) 
Sandra Estela Guzman, Lubbock 
Daniel Lee J ack.son, Lubbock 
Sean Michael Kanter, Richardson 
Ashley-Taylor Lopez, Lubbock 
Mary Kathleen Mello, Lubbock 
(Cum Laude) 
Hamldgholl Jeffrey Ramazanl, Lubbock 
Cari John We inberg, Frisco 
Steven Williams Morris, Rockwall 
Bachelor of Fine Arts 
Carrie Bernice Kapcblnskl , Navasota 
Rosa Terrlssa Kendrick, San Antonio 
Dwayne Kieth Puckett, Levelland 
Tina Michelle Cass, Midland 
(Magna Cum Laude) 
Jenni Rebecca Auvenshlne, Littleton, CO 
Kerri Ann Carter, I ra 
(Cum Laude) 
Krlltl L. Carter, Ira 
(Magna Cum Laude) 
Chad Erle Ensz, Hot Springs, AR 
Paula Dianne Goble, Lubbock 
(Cum Laude) 
Carolyn Denise HW, San Antonio 
Laurence Henley Melto n , ID, Carrollton 
(Cum Laude) 
David Michael Mlnkley, Lubbock 
Gerald D. Santiago, Stanton 
JW Ann Shearer, Midland 
Joshua James Dossett, San Antonio 
Albert Hernandez, Jr., Lubbock 
Cathy Ann McClure, Dallas 
(Cum Laude) 
Richard Lee Stone, Lamesa 
Shaneye L Ferrell,' Houston 
Dianne Elaine Johnson, Lubbock, 
Pete Kuzov, Aubrey 
David William Martin, Lubbock 
Lisa Sue Roth, Plainvie w 
(Summa Cum Laude) 
Michael Lee Walling, Lubbock 
Bachelor of General Studies 
Karla Kizer Abbott , Lubbock 
(Cum Laude) 
Janice Faye Anderson, Lubbock 
Julie Suzanne Balza, Lubbock 
Miche lle Sharron Bluitt, Lubbock 
Tony Mendell Brown, Lubbock 
Kevin Douglas Bulckerood, Desoto 
Melian Chen, Lubbock 
































































Bachelor of General Studies (continued) 
Dennis Jouph Demers, Lubbock 
Melissa Aon Esparza, Abilene 
Lois ElaJne Geer, Lubbock 
(Cum Laude) 
Theaclore Erle Hansen, Arlington 
Chutes R. Hefner, Dallas 
(Cum Laude) 
Cindy Leann Indennan, Teague 
Dina DeShawlJohnson, Midland 
Craig Michael Kautsch, McAllen 
Candace Lee KJrc:hner, Lubbock 
(Magna Cum Laude) 
Dennis I. KuempcJ, Jr., Amarillo 
Darla Jim Loving, Lubbock 
Erle Jay McAllster, Lubbock 
Angela Dawn Montgomery, Decatur 
Barbara Melton Murders, Lubbock 
Lisa Lyn Onley, Lubbock 
(Magna Cum Laude) 
Christopher Scott Peavy, Garland 
Brian Huntley Pettit, Austin 
Mark Carl Richards, Houston 
Brian Joseph Shelton, Dallas 
Kimberly Sue Shields, Lubbock 
Timothy William Sloan, Plano 
Buddy Lee Snow, Angehon 
Beverly Jane SoRelle, Haskell 
Cheryl Diane Stueve, Wolfforth 
Troy Dalton Swinson, Wolffonh 
James David Tidwell, Lubbock 
Wayne Andrew Wheat, Lubbock 
Aaron Max Williams, Lubbock 
Jamee Winfield, Lubbock 
Bachelor of Mus ic 
Arllngton Julius Jones, II, Dallas 
(Magna Cum Laude) 
James Everrette Cavender, Odessa 
Kimberly Ann Combs, Ingleside 
(Magna Cum Laude) 
Patrick Brien Connor, Lubbock 
LauraJane Frachlseur, Hooks 
Elizabeth Anne Johnson, Levelland 
Kathy Joan Lynch, Houston 
Maren Mitchell, San Antonio 
(Magna Cum Laude) 
Diana Frances Munoz, Lubbock 
Harvey Thomas Neher, Andrews 
Tracy Francis Parks, Killeen 
Randal Keith Rabito, Lubbock 
Melissa Anoe Wiley, McKinney 
(Magna Cum Laude) 
Perl Francene Young, Lubbock 
Donald John Zurbrlggen, Jr., San Antonio 
Jeremy 5ean Bruns, Muleshoe 
(Cum Laude) 
Jarrod Michael Haning, Lubbock 
Christiane Denise Melancon, Houston 
(Magna Cum Laude) 
Allison Elaine TUroer, University Park 
Jill Renee Wagner, Lake Jackson 
(Magna Cum Laude) 
Jayton Wayne Zachary, Lubbock 
(Cum Laude) 
Bachelor of Science 
RJchard Bui, Amarillo 
Darin Wayne Chase, Abilene 
Amanda Denlu Malouf, Levelland 
(Magna Cum Laude) 
Brian Scott McCourt, Albuquerque, NM 
Derrick Rodney Mott, El Paso 
Phuong Blob Nguyen , Cactus 
Kristi Keilberg Rushin, Lubbock 
(Cum Laude) 
Kenny Clyde Thompson, Sulphur Springs 
Suzanne Marie Boyd Blackburn, Lubbock 
(Cum Laude) 
Shannon Mardee Boedeker, Plainview 
Brian Christopher Book, Miles 
Troy Allen Buerster, San Antonio 
Peter Andrew Buske, Big Spring 
John Michael Chapman, Plano 
Karen Michelle Coleman, Houston 







































Stacie Michele Enders, Austin 
Judith Danielle Estrlngel, McAllen 
Matthew Scott Gilbert, Lubbock 
CbrlatJan Blair Goff, San Antonio 
Heather Lynn Hatchett, Lubbock 
Amy Suzanne Henson, Lubbock 
Donald Jay Hickey, Lubbock 
Andrew Thomas Lovering, Lubbock 
Linda Kay Mamot, McKinney 
Terry Kay Martin, Lubbock 
Ashley Janice McDowell, Lubbock 
(Magna Cum Laude) 
NatashaJum MehdJabadl, Lubbock 
(Summa Cum Laude) 
ShahnazJum Mehdlabadl, Lubbock 
(Summa Cum Laude) 
Stanley Scott Mitchell, Lubbock 
Hao Qui Ngo, Lubbock 
Will Ro bert Oliver, Pleasanton 
Kyle Patrick Owen, Burkburnett 
Cynthia Andrea PascarellJ, Richardson 
Thomas Monroe Patterson, Lubbock 
Kendra Leigh Polk, Whitharra l 
Dennis Wade Schepmann, Houston 
(Summa Cum Laude) 
Sean Ross Schubert, Lubbock 
Matthew Bryan Turner, Lubbock 
(Cum Laude) 
Jeffrey Allen Welch, Carrollton 
(Magna Cum Laude) 
Janine Lynn Carr, Amarillo 
Amy Net Clark, Cypress 
(Cum Laude) 
Allee Elizabeth Cole, Liberty Hill 
MelanJe Dawn Ferguson, Lubbock 
lvvanee Escobar Martinez, Odessa 
Monica LaDaJe Roberson, Lubbock 
(Summa Cum Laude) 
Stephanie Denise Robert, Lubbock 
(Cum Laude) 
Kevin Dean Sieck, Amarillo 
(Summa Cum Laude) 
Roger Kenneth Smith, Jr., El Paso 
(Cum Laude) 
Myriam Marla Matos Gomez, Lubbock 
Nichole Mylette Jackson, Amarillo 
LI Aon Oh, Lubbock 
Christopher Joe Roden, Pampa 
Carolyn S. Lang, Lubbock 
(Cum Laude) 
Thomas Paul Dixon, Lubbock 
Craig Louden McCaJJum, Bedford 
Gorge SaJJnas, Lubbock 
Christopher Jon Adamek, Boerne 
Kelly Wayne Archer, Lubbock 
Stephan Cory Axton, Lubbock 
Leah Kaye Burns, Paducah 
Chad Hunter CollJns, San Antonio 
Enrique Roberto Colon, Houston 
John K. Cotton, Carrollton 
Thomas Christopher Davis, San Antonio 
Victor Ontlberoz Deleon, Lorenzo 
(Cum Laude) 
Charles Devin Dobbs , Lubbock 
Wanda Michelle Duncan, Lancaster 
Peter Daniel Eldridge, Allen 
Robert Charles Gellhausen, Jr., Haske ll 
John Gre11aory Haire , Post 
Robert HaJJ, Dallas 
Latisha Layne Harbert, Dumas 
Robin G. Harriss , San Angelo 
Matthew Brandon Hill, New Deal 
Stacy Leigh Hobbs, Dallas 
Amy Lynn Holtman, Katy 
Stephany Rebecca Huffman, Lubbock 
Troy Deke Inman, San Antonio 
Lynne Michelle Jackson, Aloha, OR 
(Cum Laude) 
Noel Dawn Johnson, Nazareth 
Christopher Lawrence Kenney, Kilgore 
John Mark Logan, Weathe rford 
Michelle Elise Lyman, Parker 
Kent Layne Mason, Lubbock 
Jamison Blane McMillan, Bedford 
Gordon Wayne Nelson, Jr., Lubbock 
Cindy Durrett Newsom, Levelland 
Matthew Raymond Owens, Seminole 
Kimberly Renee Pruitt, Idalou 



















Cell and Mol«11iar lld:t 
Cell and MoltcuJarliilit 
Ce ll and Molecular~ 
Cell and Mol«11iar~ 
Cell and Moleaibt llioqi 
Cell and Mol«11l1t Baim 
Cell and Moleculu Ba., 
Cell i nd Moi<aibr IJi*t 




Exercise and Spon !cioo! 
Exercise and Spon Scitxo 
Exercise ind Spon Scm 
Exercise ind Sport lrio1! 
Exercise and Spon Sim 
Exercise and Spon lrittt> 
Exercise and Sport lciu• 
Exercise and Spon Scm 
Exercise and Sport Seid 
Exercise and Spon ScM 
Exercise and Sport ScM 
Exercise and Spon ~"" 
Exercise and Sport Sim 
Exercise and Sport S<itc 
Exercise and Sport l<ir«1< 
Exercise and spon l<ia:ll 
Exercise and Sport SciO 
Exercise and SportlciO 
Exercise and SponScie 
Exercise and SportS<iP 
Exercise and Spon SciO 
Exercise and Spon SciO 
Exercise and Spon SciO 
Exercise and Sport S<i>' 
Exercise and Spon Seil!> 
Exercise and Spon !ci>f 
Exercise and Sport l<i>' 
Exercise and Spon lei>' 
Exercise and Spon Slid 
Exercise and Sport lei>' 
Exercise and Sport Sri<" 
Exercise and Spon Sri<" 
Exercise and Spon lei>' 
Exercise and Spon lei>' 
.,.iiciorofSdeoce (continued) 
l!llOld ~·· Graham SllfC" 5<0lt aobetU. Lubbock l<D~ ioblOJOD, Weatherford 
lllrl e ao<tgen, Bridgeport 
!!llT=tloa smith, Lubbock 
- """""'saiJtb, Hereford 
r11t ClaY siuch, Lubbock 
51<9b<ll aeyoolda SteWart, Lubbock 
suah CIUiflOPhet Thomas, Lubbock 
1111 
etes Ralls 
IJJ V ' yaldtOp, Shamrock 
r.olllJ:,. waller, Bronte 
(pttJ 
0 
pwayoe Wiley, Richardson 
.1atb0 !,cph Wlllls. Spring 
JbJOCJ Zohl. Lodlngen, Norway OfTld -ayne Helm, Comanche 
!b10J108U" 
(OalD iaude) 
VUD Newman, Southfield, Ml ~DlfldJllDOW, Los Almos, NM 
OUJll' cum Laude) 
f1llld CUttls Caln, Crowley 
T1<11t Hill. mmmin 
:;;:! l)lldalupe lll.ottlson, Lubbock 
iwUJllD Whitman. Crowell 
rauicUodd Glyrul, Odessa 
()llgoa cum Laude) 
0 rid Bla1r McGowan, Lubbock ~ Gleo Stevena, Lubbock 
~umm.a Cum Laude) 
0ouglal Carter, Fort Worth \:"glis BrWl Christian, Lubbock 
fll Adrl•• COble, Sherman 
nomas Patrick Bolt, Lubbock 
Ol1lb SallllU Jimenez. Lubbock 
jotLJobosoo.Jr., Hurst 
J1111A AllaoJonea, San Angelo 
!lkt iUzibeth Knott, Garland 
tc.m Laude) 
8olly we Olivero, Lubbock 
MorrisTodd~n. Lubbock 
IOP L Tamayo, Lubbock 
litlb<th Joy Thornhill, Lubbock 
~CumLaude) 
,_ 1obcrt Abbott, Lubbock 
"'1111 LJDO Bodde, Houston 
lllhonJ•Y Butkbart, Waco 
lllbm lyao Butler, Spring 
Jcttmy Lyo Clark, Dumas 
""' Alao Clark, Lubbock 
Cltbtlnc Marl• Floret, Midland 
!Cm Laude) 
lrillcy)oaa Hager, living 
lttpJ Brant Hubbard, Lubbock 
c....dta D. llerken, Borger 
iliwoo Derrek Nichols, Bedford 
J* C..01 by, Dalhart 
llbgna C\Jm Laude) 
lfta'1lllam Shirley, Lubbock 
lll!rloa Titze, Lubbock 
Jol>Addhoo Towle, Lubbock 
!lot Michael Wllllams, Lubbock 
laacth Glenn Wlnd>urg, Jr., Dallas 
lacltlor of Science In Ioternatlonal Econ o mics 
£ltwidros Atm.aos1 Houston 
lild)SD1ao Corn, Lubbock 
l:ftWayoe Davis, Lubbock 
lllladel, Lubbock 
TccrCharles Gano, Lubbock 
ll(jdi< B. IGng,Jr. , Suisan City, CA 
l tMJ Elizabeth LeBrocq, Houston 
(lqory Phillip Matthews, Lubbock 
"*1<r Leigh Ogden, Lubbock 
llk!Taylor Rcynolds , Euless 
Jolo!ry>n Roberts, Hous1on 
lllot Boford Rowland, Lubbock 
Im Marie Rubino, Kingwood 
•Christopher '\Vhlte, Lubbock 
Exercise and Sport Sciences 
Exercise and Sport Sciences 
Exercise and Sport Sciences 
Exercise and Sport Sciences 
Exerc ise and Sport Sciences 
Exercise and Sport Sciences 
Exercise and Sport Sciences 
Exercise a nd Sport Sciences 
Exercise and Sport Sciences 
Exercise and Sport Sciences 
Exercise and Sport Scie nces 
Exercise and Sport Sciences 
Exercise and Sport Sciences 
Exercise and Sport Sciences 











Recreation and Leisure Services 
Recreation a nd Leisure Services 
Recre3tion and Leisure Services 
Recreation and Leisure Services 
Recreation and Leisure Services 
Recreation and Leisure Services 
Recreation and Leisure Services 
Recreation and Leisure Services 
Recreation and Leisure Services 
Recreation and Le isure Services 
Recreation and Leisure Services 


















00UEGE OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
~or Business Administration 
llrii Vlctorla Alcorta, Lubbock 
!icii.loihua Anderson, Fort Wonh 





Nicole Elizabeth Bergquist, Austin 
Johnnie Leandra Bocanegra, Lubbock 








Managemem/ General Business 
Marketing/Management 
Management Information Systems/Marketing 
Marketing/Management 
Economics/ Management 
Timothy Edward Burleson, Waxahachie 
Shelly Deii.lse Fowler, Ga rland 
David L. Gass, Plano 
Cynthia Elaine Harris, Spring 
Steven Ping Hsu, San Amonio 
Melody Bennett Marilo, Lubbock 
Todd Robert McCrea, Missouri City 
Shane Michael McCutchen, Midkiff 
Steven George Mendel, Houston 
Keeley Kaye Orm.an, Perryton 
(Cum Laude) 
Gregory Dirk Rush, Levelland 
(Cum Laude) 
James Marshall WWls, Ric hardson 
Randal Ty Anderson, Lubbock 
Jamie Dawn Baker, Comanche 
(Magna Cum Laude) 
Emilio A. Basaldua, San Antonio 
(Cum Laude) 
Jason Allan Becker, Pampa 
(Cum Laude) 
Christopher Thurman Blackburn, Austin 
Mic h ael Robert Bodwell, Houston 
(Magna Cum Laude) 
Gina Louise Bollo, Austin 
David Ryan Brunk, El Paso 
Shannon Dee Ceplca, Lubbock 
(Cum Laude) 
Shannon Kent Chambless, Graham 
Douglas Wheeler Clayton, Austin 
(Summa Cum Laude) 
Jason Thomas Clloton , Jackson Hole, WY 
Alison Lynch Crossley, Spring 
(Magna Cum Laude) 
Larry Dee n Davis, O'Donnell 
Michael Zane Donald, Big Spring 
Ambyr Lee Donnell, Lubbock 
(Cum Laude) 
Kara Lynn Evans, Big Spring 
(Magna Cum Laude) 
EddJe B. Everett, Big Spring 
Russell Alan Faldlk, San Antonio 
Rachel Diane Fenner, Stephenville 
( Magna Cum Laude) 
Tracy Ann Freeman, Ingram 
(Cum Laude) 
Amy Lyn Hansen, Lubbock 
Tyra Ann Hart, Post 
Traci Lynn Holcomb, Lubbock 
Don William Humphreys, Lubbock 
Misti DalAon Knight, Kermit 
(Cum Laud e) 
Gay Lynn Markham, Lubbock 
(Magna Cum Laude) 
Ra ndy Lee Miler, Mexia 
(Cum Laude) 
Monica Lynne Myers, Lubbock 
' Sharon Eileen Novak, Lubbock 
(Magna Cum Laude) 
Lisa Marie Rivera, Ralls 
Stacy Mlckay Schroeder, Houston 
Traci Ann Schueneman, Hurst 
(Magna Cum Laude) 
Karen Rebecca Schuldt, Houston 
(Summa Cum Laude) 
Roxanne Lynn Seay, Corsicana 
Sahld Shane Sbamsle, Odessa 
J ason G. Smith, La mesa 
Tammi Jean Starks, Abilene 
Brian Patrick Steeg, Austin 
Michael Stephen Steward, Lubbock 
(Magna Cum Laude) 
Steven H. Stump, Fort Worth 
(Summa Cum Laude) 
David Dwain Tipton, Silverton 
Laura Teresa Yeary, Krum 
(Magna Cum Laude) 
Kim Michelle Zotter, Richardson 
(Cum Laude) 
Brent Warren Dance. Cent4!r 
(Cum Laude) 
Robert James Martinez, Pampa 
Karl Angela Richard, Odessa 
(Summa Cum Laude) 
Thomas Brooks Bates, Midland 
Robert Marshall Beach, Plano 
Finance/Economics 


















































Bachelor of Business Administration (continued) 
Kimberley Dawn Black. Luhhock 
Tracy Renee Carey, Dallas 
Me lanie De nise Clay, Lubhot·k 
Va le rie Jann Dycus. Lubhock 
<Cum Laude> 
Joseph Edmund Fie lds, New York Ci1y. NY 
Christa Charlene Foster. Austin 
J ames Andrew Frelley, George West 
Glen Euge ne Frick, P~rnhandle 
Robe rt Bryan Gantt, Dallas 
(Magna Cum Laude) 
Ro nald David Gardne r , Hamlin 
Michael Derry! Greenlee. O'Donnell 
David Jullan Hall. Hous1on 
Mic hael Edward He rskovitz, Amarillo 
Phillip Shane Holmes, Georgeiown 
Coby M. Hyman, Amarillo, 
(Magna Cum Laude) 
Chrlstophe.r Tyler Jage n , Hous1on 
JeCfe ry Jon Johnson. Graham 
Charles Casey Jum per. Allen 
(Magna Cum Laude) 
Samuel Scott Karr. Amarillo 
Russell Bria n King. Hurst 
Matthew Jack Krupnlck , Amarillo 
(Summa Cum L;1u<lc> 
Patrick Toland Lee. New Braunfels 
J immy Don Loftin, Canyon 
J oseph Adam Lubno , Luhhock 
J ason Craig Lynch. Amarillo 
(Summa Cum Laude) 
Christophe r J ames Mathews . Richardson 
J ason Duane Me redith . Amarillo 
Elvis Shane Mewborn. Lubhock 
Cedric M. Mills, Houston 
Bra ndon Cordell Moore. Arlington 
Sara Melissa Moore . Richardson 
Poner Emil Nelson . Och•ider~. IL 
Pa ul John Overshiner, HowHon 
Shawn Collin Parham. Dallas 
Jos hua Bramwell Pa r rott . Scminol~ 
(Cum Lau<ld 
Mic hael Jude Peschel . Trophy Cluh 
MlchaelJohn Popp. cl Campo 
Paul Mic hael Purce ll. lJuncanville 
David Rex Reed. Friona 
(Cum Laude> 
AJan Douglas Reeves, Lamcs;.1 
Matthew Brewster Saha. Su~ar Land 
Robe rt Wayne Seal. Lamesa 
(Magna Cum Laude) 
Genie Leigh Seymour. Turkey 
<Magna Cum Laude) 
Cynthia Ann Skidmore. Luhhock 
J o hn Keith Sonnier, Jr . . Hamlin 
Christoph er Todd St. Clair, Monon 
<Summa Cum Laude) 
J ohn Kirk Wisnewsk i, Sugar l and 
Eric Scott Atwood, Rockwall 
Stacey Lanette Bryan, Gr-..iham 
Mau K. Counts, Austin 
Armando Rios Fierro. Fort Smckwn 
Philip Dunn Glass , S1erling City 
Glenn Lester Goodrich. Las Vegas. NV 
John M. Hartgraves. 1.oving1on, NM 
Daren Keith Hutcherson. Gainesvi lle 
Julla Diane Logan. Luhbock 
Susana Casas Neale , Lubbock 
Michael Allen Solomon, Garland 
Billy Bake r , Luhhock 
James Gregory Brandon, Odessa 
Jeff D. Cox, Olion 
Lisa Marie Da vis. Austin 
(Magna Cum Laude) 
Stephanie Lynn Doughty, Luhhock 
Chris Alan Faulk. Katy 
Dean Kevin Feazell, Luhhock 
Steven James Feeney. Dallas 
Gle n G. Fe rguson. Cedars. PA 
(Cum Laude:) 
Michael Patrick Frazier. Denver. CO 
Susan Ann Gabel , Two Hivers. WI 
Charles Lynn Hamilto n . Luhbock 
<Cum Laude) 
Shawna Leigh Hester. Levelland 
Christina Marie Holloway. Dc~r Park 
Anne Loring Humphries . Fo n Worth 











































































Jay Landon Hurt, San Anionio 
(Magna Cum Laude) 
Joseph E. Keller, II , Findlay, OH 
J oshua David KJelo, San Antonio 
(Cum Laude) 
David Lamar Lampert, Midland 
Charles Keith Lofland, Waxahachie 
Mary Eliza beth Lowe, Davenport, IA 
Landon Brent McGavock , Plainview 
Chad D. Mcdaris, Irving 
Ke vin Stuart Morris, Plano 
Susan Me lissa Neves , Snyder 
Rudy Richard Paniagua, Grapevine 
Michael Alle n Pow e ll, Abilene 
Birgit Barbara Rahman, Lubbock 
Rodney Dean Roge rs . ArlinglOn 
Ro bin Jeanette Ruman, Houston 
Daisy Agnes Marie Sab, San Antonio 
Angela Kay Schnell, Housion 
William Lowdon Schuus. f ort Worth 
Fredda D'Awn Smit h , Shamrock 
R. Brian Teal, Lubbock 
Carl Gilland Vining, Earth 
(Magna Cum Laude) 
Stephen Do n Walker, Arling1on 
Phlllp Nigel Alan Ward , Plano 
Stephen Ray Webb, San Angelo 
James David White, Los Alamos, NM 
(Cum Laude) 
Lis a Renee White. Dallas 
Stephen Frederick Wright, The Woodlands 
Kenneth Scott Alexander, Austin 
William Bryant Bonner~ UI, Texarkana 
Elizabeth Chlo Brdccko , Memphis 
Steve Ba nks Burrow, Houston 
Kelly Dean Crandall, Sioux City. IA 
Scott Lyle Fletche r , San Antonio 
Michae l Andrew Glo dc , Columbia, SC 
Jeffre y William Gove, Garland 
Paul Everrett Griffin , Round Rock 
Elaine Bratcher Hall, Lubbock 
Rebecca I . Ho pkins. Lubbock 
Eric Jon Je llison, George1own 
Greg Wayne Kesterson, Spring 
John D. Kimbrough, Abilene 
Da n Robert Kraeme r , Dallas 
Christophe r Adam Kutach, Carroll1on 
Jennifer Lynn Lemoine, El Paso 
John L. Raines, Plano 
Jason Matthew Romig. Plano 
Do n Robert Salisbury, Anna 
Amit K. Singh, Ranchi, Bihar, India 
Heath Brandon Smith, Luhbock 
Shelly Renae Smith, Lamesa 
Keri Danie lle Taylor , Duncanville 
Bryan Thomas Woo dard, Euless 
Bradley Scott Yearwood . Spring 
Cynthia Ann Alewine , DeSoto 
Arnie Justin Ba lley, Stralford 
Kristi Gayle Behre ns , Austin 
Terri Kathryn Bell, Fort Worth 
Kristi D'nac Bennett, Lubbock 
Denise Ranae Be rgstro m , Sweetwaler 
(Magna Cum Laude) 
J ohn Eric Boggs, Dallas 
Michael Karl Brussow, Zaragoza. Spain 
Marla Shawntel Calkin, Fort Wonh 
Diane Mary Carlson, Midland 
(Summa Cum Laude) 
David Wade Carson, Howe 
Sea n Mertaugh Cassidy , Dallas 
Michael Ch ang, Midland 
Brian Jose ph Citro. Houston 
Robe n Manning Clemons, Groesheck 
(Cum Laude) 
Clinto n Ernest Conner, Waco 
Joseph Chris tophe r Cre ws , Plano 
Kathryn Marga ret Cunningh am, Duncanville 
Pamela Dawn Dennis, Co nrot: 
Shannon Lane Do nelson , Austin 
Alessandro Fernandes, Brazil 
Lisa R. Ford, Amarillo 
Christopher H. Freeman , Calallen 
Jennifer Leigh Fry, Brownfie ld 
Raeml Claud e tte Fryar, Big Spring 
Michael Shawn Gilson, Lubbock 
J oh n Andrew Gordley, Houston 
(Magna Cum Laude) 
Er ic Robert Gray, Luhhock 
Jenn ifer Renee Gray, Plano 












Management Information S)ib 
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f -•1neu Adminl5tratlon (continued) Jll!lolor• u-
l)lrid Guett, Pensacola, PL 
"""'1 artJll s-. Mesquite 
J<ll1'f. Ill> Bair Amarillo liril:'i.iJlalldlq, San Antonio 
JO" Briall sarclln11. Dallas 
JOl'm;" auper, Houston 
!"'1 ~eroo, san Antonio JI"~~ AOthonf Jackson, Hous~on , 
Mk..., Cblld lt1111D118Worth, Dimrmtt 
(llOlhrc.ie IJIOX, Fort Worth 
1<0> N Jill J:olro, Midland IOb14~i.eaverton, Knox City 
~ J.elab Masters,, Plano 
I. McCanll, Austm ~~Mercer, Plano 
MicbJtl c~ ll(lcun, Sealy 
(J!Cf)•YMittS• Lamesa 
dMo41ellllfOr, Hart 
/.A EJaloe Moore, Lefors ~cbanl Nelson, El Paso 
'"'4 Ala4 NeGllllP•· Carrollton 
,,.. SIWIJIOD onrell, Gainesville 
=opber ScOtt <>wens, Dallas 
ljl)EUtitr perlotutter, Dallas 
llddl An•• Pbllla. Dallas 
(Olm Laude) 
!<Oct Rl!idl Pllchlu8er, Temple 
!Jllll<Pobl, Austin 
(Cum Laude) . 
~· GeOr8" POuiler, San Antonio 
lthl4 Lee Rial ... Lubbock 
Oii! llule 1evell, Amarillo 
cnsorr o. llkhardaon. Dallas 
qtlbll Allll loclr!llUU. Midland [Iran iodrlpez, Lubbock, 
Jo<IOdrlg1IC:I• Devine 
~y Wayne Rogers, Lubbock 
lllboo1 Wayne Rutledge, Houston 
I i-•nttaJo sacller, Lubbock rodUadolpb SaJlclrl, Dallas lrisll• Kay sldnoer, Canon City, CO 
)!r<IJCbristlan Smith, Plano 
)ll<t ltt Stacy, San Antonio 
lll!id Coy Stuart, Lubbock 
Jo<pb Edwatd Saflleld, Jr., Odessa 
wlrishnadaa Thakrar, Lubbock 
1o1nt)amea Thompson, The Colony 
ld><ttO ValeDZUela, Hobbs, NM 
Cllllrs ltt Vaal'leet, Bedford 
iot0tlllo Villa, Stanton 
JUI« leoee Waddell, Lubbock 
"4J £'111 Wallace, Cisco 
Jtip<t WaJllce.Mosa, Houston 
""'b Webb, Odessa 
llha Dm1J1as Wiley, Sherman 
~lutbYouna. Plano 
;Jrrfud Nobnltza, El Campo 

























































Petroleum Land Management 
Petroleum I.and Management 
Petroleum I.and Management 
~~ ttcdYln& B.B.A. and M.S.A. degrees s imultaneously. 
OOilEGE OF EDUCATION 
llcldor of Science In Education 
llokDallKAcosta, Bl Paso 
llatb llkhdle Ater, Lubbock 
11\dallldlelle Baker, San Angelo 
ldlsia YYOooe Bllhop, Mansfield 
liii<rly Ami Blevins, Cecil, AK 
(nctda lWptita Cervera, Floydada 
~Jo Wheeler Conlln, Skellytown 
l!iooaQimlaude) 
lrilr..,.a. Cottrell, Plano 
i&JlJUCmn, Waco 
llot Ellzaboth Curl, Lubbock 
Ioli Dale Tlhllll Dalby, Post 
llou. Qimlaude) 
iilnL<tDcShltlcla, Borger 
"imtni!aity, Marble Falls 
~ Csmlllt Eickman, San Antonio 
--oawa Enrlo, Lubbock 
:hlat llles, Spring 
._~U.... Enns, Lubbock 
~- Clim Laude) 




















Megan Jlandal Ford, Killeen 
Krbtl Lauren Galloway Gibson, Abernathy 
Jana Marie Crutcbmer Godkin, Amarillo 
(Cum L•ude) 
Terri Irene Gordon, Cleburne 
Amy Elizabeth Green, Plano 
Christle Leigh Harper, Seguin 
Mary Susan Harris, Lubbock 
(Cum Laude) 
Karen Michaele Closter Hicks, AuStin 
Diane Elizabeth Hicks, E2rly 
Druanne Wllklnson Honeycutt, Liulefield 
(Magna Cum Laude) 
Jill Louise Jacobs, Allen 
Shana Nichole Lowrey Keeton, Plains 
Colleen Rene Kollar, Cline 
Heather Deann Halbrooks LaBadle, Loop 
MaryA.on Renteria Lang, Lubbock 
Tiffany Michelle Lechlnger, Cypress 
(Cum L.aude) 
Shadoa Adelle Lee, Austin 
(Cum L.aude) 
Connie Genene Sims Miller, Childress 
Clprlaoa Del.eon Moreno, Lubbock 
Melanie Reece Morris, Post 
Heather Eaaton Notley, Odessa 
(Cum Laude) 
Jill Marie Price, Amarillo 
Tammi Kay Bevers Priddy, Lubbock 
Brenna Melln Qulllln, Lubbock 
Emilee Ann Jloberts, Levelland 
Michelle Lee Sanchez, Midland 
Tracy Jlenee Spicer, Clifton 
(Cum Laude) 
cattie Denise Thompson, Snyder 
Janice Jlose Samanlego Thompson, Denver City 
Malli Anna Galloway Travis, Snyder 
(Magna Cum Laude) 
Mandi S. Walllog, Coahoma 
Connie Gllllland Watson, Abilene 
Shawna M'Uo Degan Wideman , Kalgary 
Sl2<:ey Rochelle Wilson, Levelland 
Penny Kay Wood, Brownfield 
(Cum L.aude) 
Brian Benjamin Cooper, Midland 
Jennifer Ann Bednarz Hamilton , Slaton 
Jenifer Joan Schwertner, Miles 
Bryan Paul Webb, Boerne 
(Summa Cum L.aude) 
Mellssa Opal Singer, Hobbs, NM 
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING 
Bachelor of Science In Chemical Engineering 
Jeffrey Don Arnold, Olton 
(Magna Cum L.aude) 
Michael llay Balentine, Amarillo 
(Magna Cum Laude) 
Tyler Lane Beard, Midland 
Juan Pablo Cangas, Cd. Juarez, Mexico 
Marisa Ano Gonzalez, Mesquite 
Heather Renee Granger, Houston 
Michael Krenzer Kasllk, Spring 
Timothy Bud Lewis, Sherman 
Kuohul Hui uan, Amarillo 
Scott Thomas Markland, Katy 
James Jlalph Murff, Beaumont 
John David Phillips, m, Salisbury, NC 
Ren~ Prieto, Cd. Juarez, Mexico 
U sa Diane Peyton-Radllff, Vandalia, IL 
Shawn Michael Sparks, Chippewa Falls, WI 
Brandon Dale Sumners, Lubbock 
(Cum Laude) 
Luke Warren Ward, Clarksville, TN 
Stephanie Leanne Ward, Gainesville 
Bachelor of Science In Civil Engineering 
Carlos Realyvazquez Barajas, Odessa 
(Cum Laude) 
John Dennis Bilyeu, Conroe 
Paula Marie Cook, Denver, CO 
(Summa Cum Laude) 
Geoffrey Harold Covalt, Woodward, OK 
Stacy Lee Davis, Midland 
Bobby James Gilley, Lubbock 
Jonathan David Heusel, Booker 
Kim Wade King, Lubbock 









































Bachelor of Science In Civil Engineering (continued) 
Michael Ross Payton, Lubbock 
Chad Ashley Pernell, Dougher<y 
Troy Denton Sallee, Albuquerque, NM 
Benito Sa nchez. Cd. Juarez, Chih ., Mexico 
Timothy Ray Santi, Clovis, NM 
(Cum Laude) 
Brent Steven Schnlers, San Angelo 
Donald Wayne Smith. San Angelo 
Jason Lee Swofford, Lubbock 
Norman Edward Wright, Jr. , Lafayette, LA 
Diane Estrada Zuniga, Lubbock 
Bachelor of Science In Computer Science 
Christopher Joseph Brawley, Watauga 
Bobby Daryl Cude, Lamesa 
George Dale Delllnger, Maypearl 
Jason Douglas Dunn, Lubbock 
Brian Louis Greenwald, Bedford 
Michael Timothy Helm, Lubbock 
Daniel DavldJagnow, Los Alamos, NM 
(Magna Cum Laude) 
Timothy Gregg Kendall , Flomot 
Benneu Edward Lee, San Anmnio 
Bryan David Long, Jayton 
Bradford Paul Miller, Austin 
Bre u Lynn Moore, Lohn 
John David Sidney, Cedar Park 
Dwayne T. Smith, Joshua 
Scott Thomas Terrell, Albany 
Jeffrey Craig Veasey, Lovington, NM 
(Magna Cum Laude) 
Bachelor of Sele.nee In Electrical Engineering 
Darci Renee Chandler, Frisco 
Nora Chang, Lubbock 
David Brent Crittenden, Grand Prairie 
Scott Edward Fitzgerald, Lubbock 
Marcus Patrick Grisham, Big Spring 
Waheed Uddin Khan, Dhaka, Bangladesh 
Yon Van Lee, Lubbock 
Jon David Mitchell, Lubbock 
John Harrison Moran, Plano 
Samuel L Ray, Lubbock 
(Magna Cum Laude) 
Tina Darlene Stewart, Fort Wonh 
Bachelor of Science In Engineering Physics 
James H. Pricer , Tokyo, Japan 
Bachelor of Science In Engineering Technology-Construction Option 
Jeffrey Thomas Bednan, Wilson 
Carl James Cahill, Ill, Sonora 
Gary Lynn Chambers, Whiteface 
Bachelor of Science In Engineering Technology-Electrical/Electronics Option 
Gaylord Scott Carlock. Joshua 
Billy Dan Eudy, Lubbock 
Edward W. Flnsteln, Lubbock 
Dennis Scott Haynes, Lubbock 
(Cum Laude) 
Norman Alexander Nolte, Omaha, NB 
Mark Anthony Reyes, San Antonio 
Mitchell Wade Reynolds, Alvarado 
Sanford Russell Rice, Dallas 
Roger L. Wilkins, Lubbock 
Bache lo r of Science In Engineering Technology-Mechanical Option 
Brian Cooper Bash , Burleson 
(Summa Cum Laude) 
Patric k Myrl Fleischman, Amarillo 
Peter Thomas Miller, Austin 
Bachelor of Science In Industrial Engineering 
Stephanie Angelic Airhart, Mesquite 
Bradley David Becker, Boerne 
Gustavo Falc6n Pacheco, Del Rio 
Joel L. Hohenberger, Shallowater 
James Everett Holcombe, Hereford 
Braden Clark Johnson, Perryton 
Jeffrey Nell Metcalf, Cedar Hill 
(Mag na Cum Laude) 
Kurt Monier Steves, San Antonio 
Supachlt Supplpat, Thailand 
Karuna Velusamy, Seremban, Malaysia 
20 
Bachelor of Science lo Mechanic.al Engineering 
Ma tthew David Albright, Dallas 
Matthew Thomas Bement, Los Alamos. NM 
(Summa Cum Laude) 
Chad Gary Benton, Buda 
(Summa Cum Laude) 
John Stephen Campbell, Houston 
Timothy Casey Carter, Austin 
Jeffrey Alan Castleber ry, Canyon 
(Magna Cum Laude) 
Charles Mark Donel, Alpine 
Albert Allen Franco, Ackerly 
Jose Angel Fuentes Graziano, Jr. , The Woodlands 
Derek Hankamer. Buda 
Fred Lee Huh, Mansfield 
Gregory Brian Hunt, Houston 
Henry Ardes Johnson, II , Breckenridge 
Robert Royce Keck, Hartley 
Jimmy Vance Lee, Midland 
Craig Daniel Mccurley, Wichita Falls 
Christopher Joseph Me yers, Cypress 
Gerald Bennett Meyers, Cypress 
Deidre Nicole Parker, Lubbock 
David Michael Price , Farwell 
David Andre w Reis, Lubbock 
(Cum Laude) 
Kevin Carl Rucker, Houston 
William Kyle Schlabach, Lubbock 
Preston Lewis Scoggin, Lubbock 
Mark Anthony Scorgie, Odessa 
Raymond Lester Simmons, Amarillo 
Shawn Wesley Spivey, Amarillo 
Craig Dean Stephens , Garland 
Christophe r John Sunderman, El Paso 
(Magna Cum Laude) 
Michael Paul Voigt, Lubbock 
(Magna Cum Laude) 
David Wade Waltrip, Morton 
Bachelor of Science In Petroleum Engineering 
Keomany Sayaphe t Champa, Amarillo 
(Mag na Cum Laude) 
Matthew Christopher Hearn, Lubbock 
(Cum Laude) 
Cheryl Renee Hughes, Spring 
(Summa Cum Laude) 
Koby Ken Killion, Breckenridge 
(Summa Cum Laude) 
Nz.ue Bernard Kouame. l vory Coast 
Steffen Erich Palko, Jr., Fort Worth 
James Christopher Shoumaker, Lubbock 
(Mag na Cum Laude) 
Billy Ray Smith, Jr., Lamesa 
Marvin Dell Webb. Amarillo 
(Cum Laude) 
COLLEGE OF HUMAN SCIENCES 
Bachelor of Interior Design 
Sharon Lee Arnold, Burnet 
Stacy Elizabeth Clifton, Dallas 
Blanca Veronica Villa, El Paso 
Catherine Ma rgaret Wright, Richardson 
Bach e lor of Science 
--
Emily Ka thleen Bade, Federicksburg Clothing, Textiles ond Mt«bmi!ll 
(Magna Cum Laude) 
J ohn Robert Massengale. Lubbock 
Chrlssandra L. Cogdell, Houston 
Israel Ledesma, Lubbock 
Joseph Vittorio Mino tti , Houston 
Marla Garcia-Beckham, El Paso 
Dawn Evere tt , Arlington 
Clothing, Textiles and M<rchiolil 
Family Financial Pbriill 
Family fiiunciol Pbailt 
Family financial Pi.ii 
Food!Nlotil 
FoodH'*°' 
Elizabeth Anoe Hardage, Manito u Springs, CO 
Holly Gall Haun, Lockhart , 
Food!Nll'°' 
Food!"'"°' 
(Magna Cum Laud e) 
Christina Therese Acrey Hodge, Lubbock 
(Magna Cum Laude) 
Katrina Da rlene Hurt, Panhandle 
Kara Ann janhsen, Amarillo 
Jennifer Lynn Norman, Albany 
Lisa Kay Snider , Fort Worth 
Silvia Acosta Torres, Lubbock 









JOT Allen. Vacaville, CA 
IJlll>llb Allot""· Houston (11111«" A4ll Jl&WJl1D$ Baker, Lubbock 
(ltll<°":iJIUDCI, Sour Lake 
*11'..., JIUDdt Goldthwaite 
fllllJ.O";m Laudei' 
(1111"1 .. Beauchamp, Dumas 
!lll!'Go,- Bettf, Lubbock 1'1"1~ Bohn, San Antonio 
...... ledlD*I' Br!Jlk•r, Post 
1111" ~OSI BtoWlllnl. San Antonio 
::::!:i Lefab Bruce, Lubbock 
!OI~ uude) ~LyooBurke, Roscoe 
()IJgna cum Laude) 
M £lkA Byatt. Vernon 
()II&"' cum Llude) 
l)oke eanoo, Lubbock :i..!llzlbelh ea.ey, Dallas 
{(Im ~~~ c;a.te11ano1, San Antonio 
!ilrlOa AOJI (;deJlaCI, Lubbock 
:'!&OJ· Cleft111U• Lubbock . 
CJ!"LyllSICCovef·Cook, Memphis, TN 
1eum uude) 
'*1dJ YfOllll• DlaZ, El Paso 
,...u<r AIUI• J)Wlbar, Midland 
(Cum uude) 
ltJllll'-Emiah· O'Fallon, IL 
(Cum u ude) 
111 CtrTIOta fkleher, Idalou (OulltaUde) 
Jfi<Kl!eDlalle Gallagher, Dallas 
Ob!l" Cum Laude) 
li<OI• caailll• GlblOn, Plano 
idlr GU. El Paso 
llldeathktD Goozalea, Houston 
""'llariJDDI Goodman, Houston 
if'llDmlGrlf, Ralls 
kllbtt Lei,11 Hamilton, Lubbock 
lllliJo Bopper, Hobbs, NM 
((la Laude) 
raid),\llle ButcblnllOn, Burkburnett 
ll'AAIAJtmen. Pampa 
..,U.LJemeo, Bird City, KS 
()llpCUlll Laude) 
llfllklllta)Onel, MC$QUite 
Cltlltlat Theresa LaBelle, Kingwood 
,.,..Glylt Lambert, Plainview 
ICMl taude) 
1111acbdl.doll, Plano 
fide LltWI Limmer, Lubbock 
lllawa Cum Laude) 
I Cllda)eoodle Under, Lubbock 
I )ulf11Lei,b Lyoo, Austin )llalltt lay Mauk, Fort Worth 
i llJTaylor llcChula. Lubbock 
1 Clriltlat lllllllaMcCoy, Houston 
liol llude) 
i.t~Mmiaau, Boerne 
llooma Cum Laude) 
kiri J.....ue Mollere, Lubbock 
ldltlllzabeth Nleo, Dallas 
llln!llSan OllOo, College Station 
!Pb Otllz. Quitaque 
!iorr.lruittte 0We111, Lewisville 
illlaat Panenoo, Arlington 
i!ll llkhdle Peeplel, Littlefield 
l'.la llude) 
bddlaNlaa iamlrn, San Angelo 
ililllu Lee leddlna, Seabrook 
l'tr Doyle loecl, Dallas 
lfitrHowud Rhodes, Lubbock 
l!ukDanlelloberta, Lewisville 
°'P'Cum Laude) 
ill!Jo lodatn, Weatherford 
llliimC.m Laude) 
llnc.ilodr!pu, Welch 
io!Gtttld ION, Wichita Falls 
il'nso.....,c louoe, Garland 
liaittrDawnlnUNCl, Kingwood 
iooll!st Sheley, Houston 
lilds..., Lubbock 
'rUo~ Starneo, Midland 
-.,. Ann Stone, Lubbock ~Cum Laude) 
"i~i!h Stone, Midland 
Human Development and Family Studies 
Human Developme nt and Family Studies 
Human Development and Family Studies 
Human Development and Family Studies 
Human Development and Family Studies 
Human Development and Family Studies 
Human Development and Family Studies 
Human Development and Family Studies 
Human Development and Family Studies 
Human Development and Family Studies 
Human Development and Family Studies 
Human Development and Family Studies 
Human Development and Family Studies 
Human Development and Family Studies 
Human Development and Family Studies 
Human Development and Family Studies 
Human Development and Family Studies 
Human Development and Family Studies 
Human Development and Family Studies 
Human Development and Family Studies 
Human Development and Family Studies 
Human Development and Family Studies 
Human Development and Family Stud ies 
Human De velopme nt and Family Studies 
Human Development and Family Studies 
Human Development and Family Studies 
Human Development and Family Studies 
Human Development and Pamlly Studies 
Human Development and Family Studies 
Human Development and Family Studies 
Human Development and Family Studies 
Human Development and Family Studies 
Human Development and Family Studies 
Human Development and Family Studies 
Human Development and Family Studies 
Human Development and Family Studies 
Human Development and Family Studies 
Human Development and Family Studies 
Human Development and Family Studies 
Human Development and Family Studies 
Human Development and Family Studies 
Human Development and Family Studies 
Human Development and Family Studies 
Human Development and Family Studies 
Human Development and Family Studies 
Human Development and Family Studies 
Human Development and Family Studies 
Human Development and Family Studies 
Human Development and Family Studies 
Human Develo pment and Family Studies 
Human Development and Family Studies 
Human Development and Family Studies 
Human Development and Family Studies 
Human Development and Family Studies 
Human Development and Family Studies 
Human Development and Family Studies 
Human Development and Family Studies 
Human Development and Family Studies 
Human Development and Family Studies 
Human Development and Family Studies 
Human Development and Family Studies 
Human Development and Family Studies 
Human Development and Family Studies 
Human Development and Family Studies 
Human Development and Family Studies 
Human Development and Family Studies 
Human Development and Family Studies 
21 
Andtta Marie Stuart, Fort Levenworth, KS Human Development and 
Stephanie Nicole Talley, Friona 
(Cum Laude) 
Jennifer Marlene Terry, Lamesa 
(Summa Cum Laude) 
John Derek Thomas, Ralls 
Ann Shelton Tibbets, Knox City 
(Magna Cum Laude) 
Gary Lynn Tidwell, Sweetwater 
(Cum Laude) 
Emily S. Tlscbendorf, Fort Worth 
Brian P. Utz, DeSoto 
Bobble Ellen Walker, Lubbock 
Suoan Elizabeth Walker, Dallas 
(Cum Laude) 
Family Studies 
Human Development and Family Studies 
Human Development and Family Studies 
Human Development and Family Studies 
Human Development and Family Studies 
Human Development and Family Studies 
Human Development a nd Family Studies 
Human Development and Family Studies 
Human Develo pment and Family Studies 
Human Development and Family Studies 
Jenni Gold Whltebead0 Yeagtt, Santa Rosa, CA Human Development and 
(Cum Laude) 
Amy Michelle Wllllams, Austin 
Diana Lynn WIWallll , Lubbock 
(Cum Laude) 
Carrie V. Wood, Fort Worth 
Le1UJW Work, Idalou 
Family Studies 
Huma n Development and Family Studies 
Human Development and Family Studies 
Human Development and Family Studies 
Human Development and Family Stud ies 
Bachelor of Science In Home Economics 
Kandace Karen Adams, Ralls 
April Denloe Bell, Lubbock 
Julia LelghJohn1on, Richardson 
Kristen Klement Ware. Muenster 
General Home Economics 
General Home Economics 
General Home Economics 
General Home Economics 
Bachelor of Sclece In Restaurant, Hotel and lnatltutlonal Management 
Christopher Scott Airington, Ruidoso, NM 
Scott H. Albrecht, Plano 
Mark Douglas Armstrong, San Antonio 
Barry Duane Bevero, Odessa 
Tammie Lynn Boetscber, Lubbock 
David Chri1tophtt Bouton, Conroe 
Terry Allan Bowman, Houston 
Leigh Elizabeth Br!Jlk, Arlington 
Ja1on Alan Buffington, Lubbock 
Michael Glen Cannlne. Puyallup, WA 
Natalie Willene <:arr, El Paso 
Brett Alan Claypoole, Plano 
Help Dannhelm, Dallas 
Michelle Ann Dickinson , Hurst 
Erik Jame• Dickison, Plano 
Roy J. Drexler, Lubbock 
Jarrod Pord, Farmers Branch 
Stephanie Dawn Gainer, Keller 
Jon Walter Germer, Port Arthur 
Ivan Xlmberley Hall, Lubbock 
Jennifer Anne Hamlln, Lubbock 
Paige Elizabeth Harrell, Beaumont 
Bruce Lee Ingram, Midland 
Robert E. Jenkins, lII, Bastrop 
Ginger Ann Jernigan, Carrollton 
Myung S. Xlm, Harker Heights 
Leigh Tabitha Langfo rd, George town 
Stephanie Jane Lee, Houston 
Lance Steve111on Lokey, Lubbock 
Raebel A. McKenna, Plano 
Omar B. Munir, Euless 
Tracey Woodruff Owen, Big Spring 
(Magna Cum Laude) 
Scott Ashley Pluaz, Odessa 
Amy Kathleen Post, Plano 
Juon M. Shorrock, Arlington 
Robert Matthew Smith, McKinney 
Carolin Marie Stepbena, Arlington 
Ari David Su1man, Houston 
Mark Anthony Trevino, Midland 
Jennifer Dawn Vick, Sugar Land 
ICrlltle Marie Widner, Houston 
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ACADEMIC DRESS AND PROCESSION 
'lb wearing of academic dress at commencement dates from the early history of the oldest universities ~ewhere in the twelfth or thirteenth century. Since educated people were almost always of the 
clCrgy, the black g~wn is so~ewhat of an adaptation .of the cope, a mantle of silk or other cloth worn by 
church dignitaries m processions and on other occasions. The long gown and cowl (similar to the 
academic hood of today) were worn by priests and monks for warmth in the cold medieval buildings. 
In the early centuries, a great diversity of color and style of cap, gown, and hood appeared in different 
uniVetSities of Europe. The European custom of wearing academic dress was later introduced at Ameri-
C211 colleges. Not until after 1895 was a uniform academic code of dress adopted by most colleges and 
· universities in the United States. Today, the black robe, hood, and cap are worn at most institutions of 
. higller learning. 
• 
1begown is cut differently for the bachelor's, master's, and doctor's degrees. Usually the bachelor's 
robe haS long pointed sleeves; the master's has closed sleeves, square at the end with a slit at the elbow; 
the doctor's is faced with velvet and has round open sleeves with three bars of velvet. 
1be doctor's hood has side panels and is slightly longer than the one worn for the master's degree. The 
color used in the velvet border of the hood indicates the field of study. The velvet border is widest on 
the doctor's hood. The colors of the lining of the hood indicate the college or university that conferred 
the degree. For example, those who have received advanced degrees from Texas Tech University wear 
h~ lined with red. 
• 
lbe Oxford-the so-called mortarboard-is black and has a long tassel fastened to the center. The tassel 
~ usuallyworn pendant over the left front of the cap. Different colored tassels are often worn on the 
bachelor's and master's caps to indicate the type of degree. The tassel on the cap of the doctor's candi-
date, except for professional degrees, is either gold or black. 
Candidates for the undergraduate degree will wear the tassel on the right side of the cap at commence-
ment. After the degrees have been conferred, baccalaureate degree recipients will tum the tassel to the 
left side of the cap, thus showing that they are now graduates . 
• 
All<lll<tidates who wear the red cord are honor students who possess a minimum 3.50 grade average and 
will graduate Cum Iaude, Magna Cum Iaude, or Summa Cum Iaude. Texas Tech University has four 
univefsity-wide honoraries: Golden Key, Mortar Board, Omicron Delta Kappa, and Phi Kappa Phi. candidates 
wearing the red and black cords and black and silver medallions are Honors Studies graduates. 
The~llowing is a list of colors established by the Intercollegiate Code to represent the different departments 
of~ .. 
Mai1.L ...................... Agriculture Russet ......... ................... Forestry Dark Blue .......... .... .... Philosophy 
Blue·Vlolet .............. Architecture Maroon ..... ........ Human Sciences Sage Green ......... ...... ..... Physical 
Whi . te :, .................... Arts, Letters 
and Humanities 
Drab ..... Business Administration 
lilac ............................. . Dentistry 
Copper_ ...................... Economics 
Ught Blue ................... Education 
Orange" En · · .................... o1neermg iro . 04"~ ' 
wn ............. ............. Fine Arts 
Crimson .... .... ....... ..... Journalism 
Purple ........ ..... ............. .. ....... Law 
Lemon .......... ...... Library Science 
Green ....... ..... ........... .... Medicine 
Pink ........................ ........... Music 
Apricot ................... ........ Nursing 
Silver Gray ....... Oratory (Speech) 
Olive Green .............. ... Pharmacy 
Education 
Peacock Blue ...... .... ... ... ... Public 
Administration 
Salmon Pink .......... Public Health 
Gold-Yellow ... ................ Science 
· Citron ... ................... Social Work 
Scarlet .. ..... Theology or Divinity 
Gray .............. Veterinary Science 
